Witness Name: John Gillon
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I provide this statement in response to a request under Rule 9 of the Inquiry Rules
2006 dated 25 October 2021.

1. My name is John Gillon. My date of birth is GROC 1949. My address
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3. My employment history is set out below:

House Physician, Victoria Hospital, Kirkcaldy, August 1973 - January 1974;

House Surgeon, Royal Cornwall Hospital, Truro, February 1974 - July 1974

Senior House Officer, General Medicine, Victoria Hospital Kirkcaldy, August
1974 - July 1975

Registrar (General Medicine) Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, August 1975 December 1976

Registrar (Gastro-Intestinal Unit), Western General Hospital, Edinburgh,
January 1977- March 1979

Lecturer, Department of Medicine and Gastro-Intestinal Unit, Western General
Hospital, April 1979 - September 1984

Senior Registrar, SE Scotland BTS, September 1984 - March 1985
Consultant Physician, SEBTS, and Honorary Senior Lecturer, Department of
Medicine, Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, April 1985 - March 2012

Secondments and temporary rotations
4. Shortly after I was appointed Lecturer in the Department of Medicine and
Gastrointestinal Unit at the Western General Hospital, Edinburgh under Dr
Anne Ferguson (then Reader in Medicine, later Professor) in 1979, I began a
programme of research into the intestinal immune response to infection with the
parasite Giardia lamblia leading to my MD thesis, which was awarded in 1984.
In September 1979 I commenced a year-long sabbatical to pursue this work as
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5. On my return to Edinburgh I rotated to the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh
between August 1981 and October 1982 in order to complete my training in
General Medicine in the Department of Therapeutics under Professor R
Girdwood (at Senior Registrar level).

6. On returning to the Western General Hospital, Edinburgh, where I completed
my thesis, I was approached informally by Dr Brian McClelland, Director of
SEBTS to see whether I might be interested in the vacant post of Consultant
responsible for donor care and selection in SEBTS. To this end I rotated
informally on a part time basis during 1983 to SEBTS (located within the Royal
Infirmary), and applied for and was appointed to the post of Consultant in
September 1984. In order to provide the necessary training in transfusion
medicine, I agreed to act as Senior Registrar in SEBTS for 3 months and to
work in the Community Blood Center in Kansas City, Missouri, for 3 months
from January to March 1985, in both cases undertaking intensive training in
laboratory transfusion practice and clinical blood banking, while also immersing
myself in donor care and selection.
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in March 2012. I led a team of doctors, variable in numbers and most working
part time, who were responsible for safe medical practice in blood donor
sessions within the centre, including plasmapheresis, and at all external blood
donor sessions.
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Infection and Environmental Health (SCIEH) and the Centre for Disease
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SNBTS Representative, Executive Committee of the British Bone Marrow and
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Working Party on Autologous Transfusion (Guidelines Part 1) 1992 -1993, and
Chairman (Guidelines Part 2) 1994 -1996

SNBTS Representative, Standing Advisory Committee for Transfusion
Transmitted Infections (SACTTI) 1995 -1997

Member, Working Party on HCV Lookback, Committee for Microbiological
Safety of Blood and Tissues (MSBT) 1994 - 1996

Member, Organising Committee, Consensus Development Conference on
Autologous Transfusion, Royal College of Physicians Edinburgh 1995, and
Update Conference 1998

4. Please explain how you kept abreast of medical and scientific
developments and research in your field in the course of your career.

16.Throughout my career I have been constantly engaged in academic activities,
including teaching, research, attending conferences of learned societies, writing
papers and book chapters. SEBTS had its own library and librarian, taking all of
the major journals relevant to transfusion practice, for instance Transfusion, Vox
Sanguinis and Transfusion Medicine, as well as having close proximity to the
University of Edinburgh Medical Library. This was essential for services
responding to public health emergencies such as AIDS in the pre-internet era.

5. What materials were made available to you when you gave evidence to
the Penrose Inquiry?

17. When I gave evidence to the Penrose Inquiry, and when preparing written
statements and background papers, I was still a full time employee of SNBTS,
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and so had full access to all documentation and associated resources available
to me as a consultant in the service.

6. Did anyone else assist you in preparing your evidence? If so, who, and
what assistance did they provide?

18.SNBTS had been preparing for the Penrose Inquiry for some time before the
commencement of hearings. A core group of experts from the service, some
already retired, was assembled and met regularly. A series of background
papers and statements was proposed and Inquiry officials confirmed that these
papers would be accepted and made available to the Inquiry.

19. 1 do not recall who suggested the subjects I was asked to tackle, but my
recollection is that they were all my own work, with the exception of a paper on
statistics produced jointly with Dr Brian McClelland (Response to a request for
further

information

on

statistics,

PEN.019.1311,

November

2012)

(PRSE0002708).

7. The Inquiry understands that you were involved in preparing one or
more SNBTS submissions for the Penrose Inquiry. Please list these
documents and describe the background to your involvement in them. In
particular, please explain who proposed and organised the papers, who
assisted in their preparation, and who, if anyone, approved final versions.
Please also confirm whether, in addition to the SNBTS, you were involved
in any other collective or corporate submissions to the Penrose Inquiry.

20. In addition to the written evidence cited in (8) below I supplied the following
written evidence to the Penrose Inquiry:

SNB.014.3125 SNBTS Briefing Paper on Donor Selection Policies and
Procedures (PRSE0000954)
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PEN.001.0038

Witness

Statement

(WS) on Statistics on Transfusion

Transmitted Infections (PRSE0000350)

HIV
PEN.001.0043

WS

on

Statistics

on

Transfusion

Transmitted

HCV

(PRSE0000405)
PEN.013.1557 Follow-up Queries on Statistics (PRSE0003049)
PEN.019.1311 Response to Request for Further Information on Statistics (with
Dr B McClelland)(PRSE0002708)

21.As described in (6) above, the initial briefing papers were generated by the
Core Group of SNBTS and submitted to the Penrose Inquiry through the
Central Legal Office team representing SNBTS. I did not submit any evidence
to that Inquiry other than that determined by the Core Group or requested by
Lord Penrose.

8. The Inquiry understands that you provided the following written
statements and oral evidence to the Penrose Inquiry:Oral Evidence
a. Statistics: 16 March 2011 (PRSE0006006, pages 1-79);
b. High Risk Donors: 24 March 2011 (PRSE0006011, pages 1-68);
c. HIV/AIDS: 24 June 2011 (PRSE0006038, pages 105-123);
d. Surrogate Testing: 17 November 2011 (PRSE0006065, pages
65-127);
e. NANBH: 18 January 2012(PRSE0006086, pages 1-99);
Written Statements
f. Donor Selection (PRSE0002853);
g. Hepatitis C Lookback (PRSE0001590);
h. HIV Lookback (PRSE0000623);
i. Supplementary Questions on Surrogate Testing (PRSE0004849);
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9. Please confirm whether these statements and the oral evidence you
gave are, to the best of your knowledge and belief, true and accurate. If
there are any matters within your evidence to the Penrose Inquiry that you
do not consider to be true and accurate, please explain what they are and
how the inaccuracy occurred. Please also identify any evidence you gave
to the Penrose Inquiry which is not listed here.

22. 1 confirm that all of the written and oral evidence which I gave to the Penrose
Inquiry is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true and accurate.

23.10 years have elapsed since I prepared my written evidence to the Penrose
Inquiry, and even at the time I was often having to rely on distant memories
from several decades earlier. My memory of the events is unlikely to be clearer
now than it was then, and I have therefore had to return to the evidence that I
gave to the Penrose Inquiry in preparing this statement, except where areas
that were not addressed by that Inquiry are concerned. In these instances, I
have had to rely heavily on memory, with all of the uncertainty that entails.

10. Please confirm whether you have provided evidence or have been
involved in any other inquiries, investigations, criminal or civil litigation in
relation to the human immunodeficiency virus ("HIV") and/or hepatitis B
virus ("HBV") and/or hepatitis C virus ("HCV") infections and/or variant
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease ("vCJD") in blood and/or blood products.
Please provide details of your involvement.

24. I have not given evidence to or been involved in any other inquiry, investigation,
criminal or legal litigation on any of the matters listed.

Section 3: Your role at the Edinburgh and South East Scotland Regional
Blood Transfusion Service (SEBTS)
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11. Please describe the roles, functions and responsibilities you had at
the SEBTS during your period as a Consultant. Please explain how this
changed over time.

25. My roles and responsibilities during my time at SEBTS are described in answer
2 above. Apart from a period of 6 months in 1990, when Dr Boulton and I
exchanged our areas of responsibility in order to provide Dr Boulton with
experience in managing donor related issues (without including the Cell
Separator Unit, for which I retained responsibility), my role in SEBTS did not
change significantly throughout my tenure, though it did expand as described
below. In 1995, however, I relinquished responsibility for the Cell Separator Unit
in order to provide Consultant input to the South Scotland project. This was a
project led by Maini Thornton, National Donor Services Manager, in which we
sought to align management practices within the two largest Scottish Blood
Transfusion Centres (BTCs) with the aim of achieving efficiency and cost
effectiveness through harmonisation of procedures.

26. In common with Drs McClelland, Boulton and Yap, I provided out of hours
Consultant cover for clinical blood banking and therapeutic apheresis. In
respect of the latter I established 24 hour nursing cover for the Cell Separator
Unit.

27. In 1996 I was asked to provide Consultant leadership to an initiative designed
to bring donor service practice in the two largest centres, i.e. Edinburgh and
Glasgow, into closer alignment, referred to as the South Scotland Project. In
time, and as part of a major restructuring of SNBTS, this led to a common
national system for policies and practices in donor centres throughout Scotland,
and in 2005 this included the laboratory service, the whole being designated the
Supply Chain Directorate, for which I provided leadership as Clinical Director for
Donors and Components. In this role I was responsible for operational matters
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to Mr Martin Bruce, Director of Operations, SNBTS, and for professional
matters to the National Medical and Scientific Director. My Job Purpose was
defined as follows:

•

To be responsible for all issues relating to the medical care of blood
donors in SNBTS, ensuring that medical policies for all donor issues
and related matters is developed, reviewed and compliant with relevant
guidance and legislation.

•

To advise the Supply Chain Directorate on potential developments/
improvements to ensure the delivery of best practice and provide state
of the art blood donation systems for donors and state of the art blood
components for patients in Scotland.

•

To be responsible for ensuring that medical staff who work in the Supply
Chain are appropriately trained, well informed, valued and motivated to
meet Supply Chain and SNBTS aims and objectives and deliver an
effective, professional service.

•

To ensure the Supply Chain meets present and future medical staff
requirements by implementing effective job planning.

•

To actively participate in the Supply Chain and SNBTS Operational and
Strategic Planning and Performance Review Processes.

12. Please describe the organisation of the SEBTS during the time you
worked there, including:
f. its structure and staffing and in particular to whom you were
accountable;
g. how the SEBTS was funded and how this changed;
h. its remit, including the geographical area it covered and the
hospitals within its area;
i. its place in the SNBTS together with information as to whom the
centre was answerable to at the SNBTS, if anyone;
j. whether the SEBTS was associated or linked with other Blood
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Transfusion Centres ("BTCs") and, if so, how and for what
purpose;
k. whether the SEBTS was subject to any form of regulation and if
so, what;
I. the SEBTS's relationship with the Plasma Fractionation Centre
("PFC") and any other laboratory involved in the production of
blood products or processing of blood; and
m. the approximate number of donations collected each year.

28. I feel that this list of questions should be answered by the Director of SBTS or
the relevant section managers, as I do not have records relating to these areas
of responsibility.

I can, however, confirm that I was answerable to Dr DBL

McClelland for clinical matters throughout my career in SEBTS, and for
managerial responsibilities until the formation of the Supply Chain Directorate in
2005, as described in 11 above.

Section 4: Blood collection at the South East Scotland Blood Transfusion
Service

13. Please explain the system for blood collection at the SEBTS during
your employment there and how it changed over time.

29. In broad terms the collection of blood was dependent upon administration staff
in the donor office, under the management of the Donor Organiser, the nursing
staff and donor assistants, and the donor centre medical staff. Communication
between these groups, and also with laboratory and logistics sections was and
is critical in this process. Blood donation sessions, whether in the community or
in the Donor Centre were planned well in advance and driven by agreed targets
set at national level. More detail is provided in my answers to questions 14 - 16
below.
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14. Please describe the way in which donations were collected at the
SEBTS during your time there. In particular:

a. What were the staffing arrangements during blood donation sessions?

30. Staff numbers at any given session or type of session depended on the size of
the venue, the number of beds to be deployed and the duration of the session.
For many years after I joined the service a doctor was assigned to every
session, of whatever type. By the end of the last century this was modified after
careful consideration and preparation, and "nurse only sessions" were
introduced throughout SNBTS Doctors were always present in the donor centre
when it was open for donors.

b. Where did these sessions take place?

31. Most blood was collected in the community, utilising church halls, community
centres and blood collection buses, kitted out with beds and mostly used in
relation to business premises. The Donor Centre was open on weekdays into
the evening and Saturday mornings.

c. How frequently could a person donate blood?

32. Whole blood donors were not allowed to donate more than quarterly, though in
practice this was unusual as we visited most community sessions twice yearly
at most. Male donors were allowed to donate up to 4 times annually, while
females were restricted to two donations per annum.

d. How were blood donors recruited?

33. Local volunteers, usually recruited from the local donor panel (a list of all
donors who were registered in that particular area) were very important in
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publicising upcoming sessions and encouraging people to volunteer.
Advertisements were placed in local newspapers and shops. Known donors
were contacted by mail and asked to attend. Local radio was also used where
possible. At times of need television advertising was also important.

e. Did any of these matters alter during your tenure? If so, how?

34. Important details in the approach to donors evolved as the focus on safety
became more intense with the advent of NANB hepatitis, HIV and other
infectious threats heightened. Thus it became necessary to design equipment
and procedures that allowed personal interviews with all donors, requiring at
times searches for larger premises or, for instance, utilising the bus for
interviews if a big enough hall could not be found. Other minor changes
occurred over the years, e.g the introduction of devices to shake the blood as it
was collected (to mix it with anticoagulant), rather than busy staff having to be
devoted to a donor exclusively for that purpose. In general, however, blood
donor sessions now are very similar to those in the 1980s.

15. Did the SEBTS have donation collection targets that it was required to
meet? If so, did the SEBTS meet its donation collection targets during
your tenure? If not, why not? What was done to improve blood collection?
What more could or should have been done? What were the barriers?

35. In terms of whole blood collection, prediction of the number of donors who
might attend any given session was always somewhat difficult. During most of
my time in SEBTS targets were largely driven by the need for sufficient plasma
to sustain adequate supplies of factor VIII concentrate to ensure self sufficiency.
This usually resulted in an excess of red cells, at least for the common blood
types, and so red cell targets were largely unnecessary. At times, however,
notably in the late 1980s, dips in donations occurred, usually associated with
adverse publicity around HIV and HCV. This never reached a critical level, and
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an increase in positive publicity measures such as television advertisements
was sufficient to reverse the trend when such measures were indicated.

36. There was also a period of concern in the late 1990s, thought to be due to the
public's reaction to vCJD. There were real worries about red cell supplies,
particularly in the West of Scotland Blood Transfusion Service (WBTS), and
direct appeals through the media were considered necessary to reverse the
trend.

16. What if any steps did the SEBTS take to publicise itself to potential
donor populations in order to increase donations? How successful were
these steps?

37. As described above, our final recourse, notably during significant dips in donor
attendances in the 1980s and 1990s, was for television appeals which reversed
the trend quite effectively. The most extravagant such venture was an advert
made in conjunction with an Edinburgh based advertising agency, featuring a
simulation of a motorbike accident involving a young man, apparently showing
the empty bed where he was first seen and implying that he had not survived
for want of a blood transfusion. Of course it turned out that he had left hospital
fit and well, thanks to blood donors. That this was a very successful intervention
was due not least to Sir Sean Connery who provided the voiceover free of
charge. Blood donor attendances returned to previous levels quite rapidly.

17. Please consider the following questions relating to the collection of
blood by the SEBTS from prisons, borstals, and other correctional
institutions:

a. When did the SEBTS stop prison collections and why? It appears from
MACK0001898_001, page 5 that collections would still be made at prison
and borstals collections in emergencies, in 1983.
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38. 1 believe that SEBTS stopped collecting blood from prisoners in 1981, several
years before I joined the service, initially only as an observer. I was therefore
not party to the discussions leading to this decision, and so can make no
comment.

b. What were the relative costs of collecting blood from prisons, borstals
and similar detention institutions as compared to collecting blood from
BTCs?

39. 1 have no information on this to impart to the Inquiry. At no time during my
career in SNBTS did I have direct responsibility for budgets.

c. What involvement, if any, did you have with this practice?

40. None

d. Were there any particular screening processes in place to screen out
high risk donors in prison? If so, what were they? Were they effective in
your view?

41. I have no information on this and cannot comment.

18. Please consider the reasons you gave for the SEBTS ending blood
collection from prisons in your written statement to the Penrose Inquiry
and in oral evidence (PRSE0006011) and answer the following questions:
a. You told the Penrose Inquiry that "I think that in situations like a
prison, like a residential school, any institutionalised situation like
the armed forces perhaps, Hepatitis B could spread quite readily"
(PRSE0006011, page 70). How much was known about this during
discussions

and

meetings

within

the

SEBTS,

within

your
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knowledge? What were the sources for your understanding that
infection with hepatitis was a problem in prisons?

42.The comments in the quote attributed to me were clearly speculative, and
based on my knowledge of hepatitis B rather than direct knowledge of the
decision making process around blood collection in prisons, with which I was
never involved. As I went on to mention during my evidence, my knowledge of
hepatitis B was derived from the published literature, and I had no part in the
discussions within SNBTS until I took up my consultant post, by which time
collection of blood in prisons had ceased.

b. As far as you can recall, did you receive any recommendations
or advice regarding the continued collection of blood from prisons
from the time you were appointed Consultant at the SEBTS in April
1985 to the point at which SEBTS stopped this practice? If so,
please describe them as far as possible.

43. Prison donations had long since ceased to be an issue when I took up my
Consultant post in 1985.

c. You told the Penrose Inquiry that "In the course of meetings and
discussions, I recall that the issue of accepting blood from
prisoners, ie scheduling blood donor sessions in prisons and
correctional institutions, was still being discussed at a national
level, although I was aware that SEBTS had discontinued these
sessions some years earlier" (PRSE0006011, pages 8-9). Could you
expand on this statement? What was your view on this at the time?

44. Dr McClelland, Regional Director of SNBTS, kept the SEBTS departmental
heads informed of developments at national level in the course of our regular
scheduled meetings, and information gained from these was distributed to other
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senior staff as necessary. In this context I am sure I heard some discussion
about the fact that prison donations were still held in WBTS, usually in summer
when community and workplace sessions were less reliable. However, this was
long before I took up my Consultant post, and did not have any direct relevance
to my work in SEBTS. I do remember being a little surprised about the need for
this to continue in the light of HIV, which was the main concern in terms of
transfusion safety at that time (1983/4). Once WBTS declared, in March 1984,
that it would no longer collect blood in prisons or borstals this ceased to be a
topic of discussion as far as I knew.

19. Did the Medicines Inspectorate's view of collecting donations from
prisons and borstals influence policy in this area? You may find the
minutes

of

the

September

1983

meeting

of

SNBTS

directors

(PRSE0002617, page 6) helpful in answering this question

45.1 do not recall whether I knew about the Medicines Inspectorate's views at the
time, and in any case my own views, such as they were, would have been
irrelevant to the formulation of policy as I had no locus in the matter.

Section 5: Plasma procurement and production of fresh frozen plasma at
the South East Scotland Blood Transfusion Service
Production of fresh frozen plasma
20. The Inquiry understands that the SEBTS procured plasma from
blood donor sessions to produce fresh frozen plasma ("FFP") to
provide to the Plasma Fractionation Centre ("PFC"). Please explain:

a. where the production of FFP took place;

46. Whole blood donations were centrifuged and frozen in the Components
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Laboratory of the Blood Donor Centre as quickly as possible following
collection. To this end blood was often collected from sessions while they were
still in progress so that plasma could be harvested and frozen as quickly as
possible.

b. broadly, the process that was undertaken, the capacity of the SEBTS to
manufacture FFP and whether this changed during your tenure and why;

47. Centrifugation was carried out using state of the art equipment under strict
GMP conditions, and computer records were employed at every stage of the
process. I had no responsibility for this laboratory until 2005, but I think the
essence of the manufacturing process had changed little over the years. I do
not have any information on the limits of our manufacturing capacity. As far as I
am aware this was not an issue that at any time caused concern in terms of
meeting targets.

c. what proportion of blood collections were allocated to this process and
how this decision was made, and whether this changed over time; and

48.Apart from some specialised products, for example whole blood of specified
groups for particular clinical situations, cryoprecipitate and blood group specific
FFP for clinical use, and platelets, essentially all blood arriving in the centre
within 8 hours could be used for "plasma for fractionation" as it was designated.
In other words the decision about how much plasma was sent for fractionation
was determined for a given session not by the overall target but by the amount
possible when essential clinical needs had been met.

d. how quickly the SEBTS could have increased its manufacture of FFP,
had it wished to.

49.This is a difficult and complex question. In essence we were producing the
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maximum amount of plasma for fractionation as was possible with the
resources available. This includes plasmapheresis, which was a contributor to
meeting targets separately from the whole blood programme, while of course
being intimately connected to the successful attainment of targets. The balance
between the two methods did change over time, though whole blood donations
always provided the bulk of plasma for PFC.

21. As far as you are aware, how was plasma procurement at the SEBTS
funded throughout the 1980s?

50. I was never responsible for this, or any other budget, but I suppose that when
annual targets were agreed at "Supply and Demand" meetings the funding was
allocated from that provided by SHHD.

22. Please describe the arrangements for supplying FFP to hospitals and
haemophilia centres within the region covered by the SEBTS.

51. I had no responsibility for this process, and cannot comment.

Plasma targets

23. Did the SEBTS have targets for the amount of plasma that had to be
collected by the centre? If so, who set these targets and what were they?
If not, why not? What was the purpose of the targets?

52. In common with all Scottish centres SEBTS had an annual target for plasma,
set in discussion with PFC and senior management of SNBTS at Supply and
Demand meetings and

at the Co-ordinating

Group as described in

SBTS0000255_023 below.

24. What impact did the setting of targets for the collection of plasma
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have on decision-making at the SEBTS?

53. If an increased target was accepted in the course of discussions at the relevant
meetings it would have clear implications for the donor service, the logistics
team and testing and production laboratories, both in financial terms and
availability of personnel. Each area had regular meetings to discuss such
issues, feeding into the Centre's management team, where the strategic
decisions would be taken.

25. What were the consequences if the targets were not met?

54. In this event it would fall to the Co-ordinating Group and Supply and Demand
Meeting to secure agreement about allocations for the next year, and for the
Regional Directors and SNBTS Senior Management to ratify the proposals.

26. Were there any benefits to the SEBTS if the targets were
exceeded?

55. Not as far as I am aware.

27. The Inquiry is aware that you attended SNBTS Co-Ordinating Group
meetings in which plasma targets were discussed. How were these
targets decided at SNBTS Co-Ordinating Group Meetings? How effective
was coordination between the SNBTS and the SEBTS in setting targets?
You may find SBTS0000255_023 of assistance.

56. It should be pointed out that Supply and Demand and Co-ordinating Group
meetings were concerned with more than just targets for factor VIII production.
Production of albumin and hyperimmune plasma products was of great
importance, the latter having an impact on the output from plasmapheresis
programmes in each of the centres. Discussions also needed to be mindful of
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red cell requirements, and so were complex.

Plasmapheresis
28. As early as 1981, plasmapheresis was being considered as a
means

of increasing

the

plasma

supply

to

help

achieve

self-sufficiency. Please explain, as far as you are able, what
consideration the SEBTS gave to implementing plasmapheresis,
including:
n. whether manual or machine plasmapheresis was preferred;
o. the relative cost differences between each method;
p. the infrastructure, expertise and capacity of the SEBTS to
introduce plasmapheresis; and
q. whether, in your view, plasmapheresis would increase the
amount of available plasma.

57. Please find my answers set out below:

a. By the time I took up my post in 1985 manual plasmapheresis had been
supplanted by machines.
b. I have no data on this question, but it is likely that the initial cost of
machines would have made plasmapheresis a relatively expensive option.
The gain in donor safety and the flexibility in scheduling would undoubtedly
have made this worthwhile in the long run.
c. SEBTS was fully capable of machine plasmapheresis when I was
appointed. Over the course of the years this expertise expanded as
different possibilities were explored in terms of new products and
procedures,

e.g.

platelet

concentrates and hyperimmune plasma

production
d. Plasmapheresis could, and did, augment the supply of plasma for
fractionation.
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29. Please set out the extent of the plasmapheresis programme at the
SEBTS during your tenure. As far as you are aware, did this programme
differ from other BTCs? If so, why?

58.There was no major expansion of plasmapheresis in the donor centre during
my tenure, being limited in terms of available space. If memory serves me
correctly we had a maximum of 8 machines latterly, with donors attending up to
7pm on weekdays. The plasmapheresis programmes in the other centres were
roughly proportionate to the size and scope of each.

Use of plasma reduced blood and red cell concentrates

30. What steps, if any, did the SEBTS take to persuade hospital
clinicians to use less whole blood and more red cell concentrates
and/or

plasma

reduced

blood

to

release

more

plasma

for

fractionation?

59.This was never part of my remit, but Drs McClelland and Boulton were very
active in promoting the case for a swing towards red cell concentrates through
meetings and presentations.

Section 6: Arrangements for obtaining and allocating blood products at
the South East Scotland Blood Transfusion Service

60. I had no locus in this area and cannot comment on any of the questions in this
section.

31. Please describe the arrangements in place in Edinburgh and South
East Scotland for the purchase and holding of, and the allocation to
haemophilia centres within the region, of (a) NHS factor concentrates
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and/or other blood products ("NHS blood products") and (b) imported
factor concentrates and/or other blood products ("imported blood
products"). In particular:
r. Please identify which haemophilia centres were supplied with
such products by the SEBTS and over what period of time.
s. Please outline the respective responsibilities of the SEBTS, PFC,
the Lothian Health Board, and haemophilia centre directors, and
how these responsibilities changed over time.

32. Please explain whether any forums were established between the
SEBTS, PFC, the Lothian Health Board and haemophilia centre directors
to discuss and facilitate these arrangements. Were meetings held
regularly? Were they minuted? If so, by whom? What was discussed at
these meetings?

33. As far as you are aware, were arrangements for the purchase, holding,
and distribution of (a) NHS blood products and (b) imported blood
products similar in other regions, or was there a degree of regional
differentiation (and if so what)?

34. Did you, or anyone else at the SEBTS, contract directly with any
pharmaceutical company involved in the manufacture and/or importation
and/or sale of imported blood products? If so, please describe:

a. how and by whom the decision was made to contract with the particular
pharmaceutical company;
b. the broad terms of the contractual agreements made; and
c. the factors taken into account when determining whether to contract
with one pharmaceutical company over another.

35. What was the impact on the SEBTS of shortfalls in NHS products
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coming from BPL? How frequently did this occur?

36. Was the SEBTS in any way responsible for decisions about the choice
of product used to treat patients in haemophilia centres and/or hospitals,
for example the choice between one imported factor concentrate over
another?

37. If haemophilia centre directors were responsible for these decisions,
did the SEBTS have any influence over their product choices?

38. What, in your view, were the key factors influencing the choice
between NHS blood products and imported blood products?

39. Please explain, in your view, the impact of clinical freedom on the
relative use of NHS blood products and imported blood products in the
UK.

40. As far as you are aware, what influence did pharmaceutical companies
have in the way that the imported blood products they supplied to
Edinburgh and South East Scotland were used? For example, can you
recall whether pharmaceutical companies provided advice on the use of
the products?

Section 7: Production of cryoprecipitate at the South East Scotland Blood
Transfusion Service

41. Did the South East Scotland Blood Transfusion Service produce
cryoprecipitate? If not, where was this produced for the Edinburgh and
South East Scotland region and what were the arrangements in place?

61. Yes.
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42. If the SEBTS did produce cryoprecipitate, please describe:
a. where the production of cryoprecipitate took place;

62.Yes. Cryoprecipitate was produced in the Components Laboratory in the Blood
Donor Centre.

b. broadly, the process that was undertaken, the capacity of the
SEBTS to manufacture cryoprecipitate and whether this changed
during your tenure and why;

63. In essence the aim of cryoprecipitate production was to concentrate the clotting
factors in a unit of FFP into a reduced volume, so that the patient might benefit
from multiple doses without risk of fluid overload. FFP was partially thawed,
retaining the still frozen coagulation factors, and excess fluid removed.

64. I was not responsible for the medical input to the components laboratory until
2005, when I was appointed as Clinical Director to the Supply Chain. I was
therefore not involved when cryo was an important option for haemophilia
treatment and so cannot make any comment about change in usage with time.
For that reason I am unable to answer the remaining questions in this section.

c. what proportion of blood collections were allocated to this
process and what sent to PFC and how this decision was made, and
whether this changed over time;
d. how much funding was provided by the relevant Regional Health
Authority for the production of cryoprecipitate; and
e. how quickly the SEBTS could have increased its manufacture of
cryoprecipitate, had it wished to, during the early 1980s.
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43. Please explain what consideration the SEBTS gave to increasing
the production and use of cryoprecipitate in response to the
growing awareness of the risks associated with Factor VIII
concentrate products in the 1980s.

44. Please describe the steps taken by the SEBTS to increase the
production of cryoprecipitate during this time. If no steps were
taken, please explain why.

45. Please describe the arrangements for supplying cryoprecipitate
to hospitals and haemophilia centres within the region covered by
the SEBTS.

46. Please explain your understanding of discussions over the
production of freeze-dried cryoprecipitate in this period. In
particular, please consider:
a. Any contribution made by you, or to your knowledge others at the
SEBTS, on the issue.
b. The other organisations or individuals involved in exploring this
issue.
c. The perceived advantages and disadvantages of freeze-dried
cryoprecipitate.
d. The views, insofar as you are aware of them, of those within
management

positions

within

SNBTS and PFC

on whether

freeze-dried cryoprecipitate was a product that should be widely
available.
e. The views, insofar as you were aware of them, of haemophilia
clinicians in Scotland and Northern Ireland in this debate.
f. The reasons, in so far as you understood them, why ultimately,
freeze-dried cryoprecipitate was not explored further.
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Section 8: Self-sufficiency

47. During your time at the SEBTS, what did you understand the
term `self-sufficiency' to mean? Did this change over time?

65. 1 always understood it to mean the ability to collect enough blood, and
especially plasma; to make sufficient blood components and blood products to
meet the needs of the people of Scotland.

48. In your experience at the SEBTS, to what extent was 'self sufficiency'
a concept that informed the following:
a. plasma procurement;
b. decisions with regard to cryoprecipitate production;
c. purchases of commercial blood products;
d. funding received from the relevant government department.

66. I can only really answer to point a), to which the answer is that self sufficiency
was the driving force for plasma procurement.

49. What was your view on the prospect of the UK achieving self
sufficiency?

67. 1 did not have enough information to judge whether the UK might achieve self
sufficiency during my early years in the service, and the question became
redundant when recombinant products became available in the early 1990s.

50. As far as you are aware, did your views on self-sufficiency accord with
the views of your peers and the Blood Transfusion Services?

68. I do not recall having any such discussions and cannot comment.
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Section 9: Meetings of various committees
Meetings of SNBTS Directors / SNBTS Medical and Scientific Committee in
Scotland
Please see the attached schedule for copies of the minutes the Inquiry holds
of meetings you attended.

51. As far as you are aware, who established the regular meetings
between regional directors of the SNBTS? What do you consider to have
been the purpose(s) of those meetings?

69.These meetings were established before I joined SNBTS. I was not a director
and cannot comment on the purpose or remit of these meetings.

52. Please explain the decision-making remit of the group. Did the
directors meet in a decision-making capacity or otherwise? Were the
directors empowered to make collective decisions that affected the
policies and procedures of all RTCs? If yes, please describe the
decision-making process.

70. I cannot comment, as explained in my answer to question 50.

53. Please explain the capacity in which you attended these meetings
given that you were not the director of SEBTS.

71. 1 was from time to time invited to attend in order to brief the Directors on a
project, or to explain a research proposal.

Standing Advisory Committee on Transfusion Transmitted Infections
Please see the attached schedule for copies of the minutes of the
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meetings of this group that you attended.

54. In 1989, the UK Advisory Committee on Transfusion Transmitted
Diseases ("ACTTD") was set up by Dr Harold Gunson to consider the
implications of transfusion-transmitted infections on the transfusion
services in the UK and provide advice to the Department of Health.
The Inquiry understands that ACTTD was replaced with the Standing
Advisory
("SACTTI")

Committee
following

on
the

Transfusion
creation

Transmitted
of

the

NBA

Infections
in

1993

(DHSC0006906_013). Please explain the extent of your involvement
in these committees.

72. 1 do not recall attending any meetings of ACTTD, but I was a member of
SACTTI from 1995 - 97. I think my membership was proposed by Professor
Cash as a result of my role in the hepatitis C lookback implementation and my
membership of the Working Party of the MSBT.

55. What was your understanding of the function and remit of
SACTTI? In particular:
a. Who did SACTTI report to, how frequently and by what means?

73. I do not recall being provided with any information about the purpose or remit of
the committee, though it seemed obvious from the title and from the agendas
and minutes I do not know to whom or how the committee chairman reported.

b. Did SACTTI have any powers or was it purely advisory?

74.As far as I was aware it was purely a source of advice. I now know that it was in
effect a subcommittee of the Joint Professional Advisory Committee (JPAC),
which was responsible for maintaining professional standards in the transfusion
services of the UK.
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c. In a letter from Dr Robinson to Dr Jeremy Metters, Dr Robinson states
that "an attempt to formalise links" between SACTTI and MSBT "could
potentially compromise their respective remits" (DHSC0006906_013).
As far as you can recall, did the Department of Health and/or
Scottish Home and Health Department ("SHHD") ever take
advice from SACTTI?

75. I cannot recall a specific incidence of this during my relatively short tenure.

d. As far as you are aware, how did SACTTI's remit differ from its
predecessor ACTTD?

76. I was never, as far as I can remember, provided with the remit of SACTTI, and I
was not a member of ACTTD. Therefore I am not aware of the way in which the
respective remits may have differed.

Advisory Committee on the Microbiological Safety of Blood and Tissues for
Transplantation

56. In 1993, the Department of Health Advisory Committee on the
Virological Safety of Blood ("ACVSB") was replaced by the Advisory
Committee on the Microbiological Safety of Blood and Tissue for
Transplantation ("MSBT"). The Inquiry understands that you were a
member of the MSBT. What was your understanding of the function and
remit of this committee? In particular:

a. Who did the MSBT report to, how frequently and by what
means?
b. Did the MSBT have any powers or was it purely advisory?
c. As far as you are aware, did the Health Ministers generally
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take the advice of the MSBT? Please set out any instances,
relevant to the Inquiry's Terms of References, where the
MSBT's advice was not accepted.

77. I was not a member of MSBT, though I did attend once or twice by invitation to
discuss the hepatitis C lookback, and I was a member of the Working Party on
HCV Lookback in 1995/1996 set up by MSBT. I am therefore unable to answer
these questions.

57. Please explain the relationship between the MSBT and the SNBTS,
including but not limited to:
a. whether the MSBT made decisions or provided advice that SNBTS
was required or encouraged to implement;

78. 1 cannot provide any information on this, as I did not know the remit of the
committee or the extent of its powers, and I was not a member. It was clear to
me, however, that Professor Cash was always concerned to try to ensure that
SNBTS acted in concert with the other UK transfusion services, and I supposed
that this was implicit in the work of MSBT and SACTTI.

b. whether, and how frequently, you provided feedback to SNBTS on the
recommendations made by the MSBT.

79. During my membership of the above mentioned Working Party I provided
feedback to the SNBTS Medical and Scientific Committee (MSC) from each
meeting.

Membership of other committees

58. The Inquiry understands that you attended the meetings of the
following committees/groups. In each case please explain the
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primary objective(s) and remit of each committee/group. Please
refer to the attached schedule of documents for a full list of the
minutes of meetings you attended:
a. Working Party on Transfusion Associated Hepatitis;

8O.This Working Party was set up at the end of 1994 specifically to design an
implementation strategy for the lookback on Hepatitis C, which the Ministers of
Health on both sides of the border had decided to mandate. The main objective
was to design a process which would identify, trace and where possible advise
recipients of blood or blood products who had been found to have received
blood or blood products from a donor now known to be a carrier of hepatitis C.
b. Blood Transfusion Sub-committee of the Standing Advisory Committee
on Haematology;

81.1 have very little recollection of the work of this committee, and do not
remember being briefed about its purpose or remit. I was not a member, but
was a member of the subcommittee on autologous transfusion.

c. SNBTS Ethics Committee (Clinical Research Investigations).

82.1 do not remember being a member of this committee and have no record of it
on my CV. I would imagine it would meet rarely, possibly only when a
submission was received, as the number of clinical research proposals from
SNBTS would have been relatively small.

General

59. You served on multiple committees relating to blood
transfusion and the blood services. Please set out, in broad terms:
a. the relationship between these committees and the SHHD;
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and
b. the relationship between these committees and the SNBTS;
and
c. the

relationship

between

these

committees

and

the

Department of Health and Social Care in Westminster.

83. With the exception of my fairly brief membership of SACTTI and my
membership of the Working Party on HCV lookback I was mainly invited to
committees because of my knowledge of and experience within specific areas
of the work of the BTS. In these instances I did not have a role in the decision
making process, and had little or no insight into the relationships of the
committee with government or senior management of the transfusion services.
By and large I had the impression that the title of the committee embodied its
remit, if not necessarily spelling out how far that remit extended.

60. Please comment on how the work of the different organisations
and individuals involved in providing NHS patients with blood and
blood products was coordinated in Scotland, and how that differed
(insofar as it is within your knowledge) from other parts of the
United Kingdom. In particular, please consider the following
matters:
I.

the degree to which the structures in Scotland allowed for,
and/or hampered, the sharing of information and ideas
among the different individuals and organisations involved;

II.

the degree to which the structures allowed for, and/or
hampered, the effective development of policies and
practices in Scotland in the short, medium- and long-term;

III.

the degree to which the structures allowed for, and/or
hampered, an effective knowledge of and response to the
risk of infection through the use of blood products in
Scotland;
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IV.

any tensions or difficulties that arose as a result of those
structures, and - if there were any - the steps taken to
resolve these problems;

V.

the extent to which the structures in place allowed for
factors specific to Northern Ireland to be taken into account
when making decisions about the operation of the PFC;

VI.

any shortcomings that, on reflection, you see in the
structures that were in place;

VII.

how, based on your knowledge and experience, the
structures in Scotland compared to those in place in the
rest of the United Kingdom in this period.

84.The degree of autonomy enjoyed by the five Scottish regional transfusion
centres was very obvious to me as a newcomer in the mid 1980s, but I was
also struck by the amount of interaction and communication among them, and
with the Headquarters team and PFC. The degree of independence may have,
indeed did, lead to divergences of policy and procedure, but there was shared
knowledge of risk, and the Microbiology Reference Unit (MRU) was a major
asset in responding to emerging threats. There were differences of opinion, but
no major ruptures as far as I was aware. In fact the most difficult time I can
remember was after the switch to general management in 1990, when
mounting tensions at the highest level led to the departure of Mr McIntosh and
temporary control being taken by the Common Services Agency (CSA) for a
time.
85. The Strategic Review and the South Scotland project both helped the
organisation to work more cohesively, though at times it was difficult. The
situation then was analogous to the formation of the NBA in England and
Wales, and from the early 2000s I feel that cooperation among the four nations
was much improved, with joint working through groups such as the SAC for
Donor Selection and other points of contact proving most beneficial. The
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challenges the services faced from hepatitis B and C, HIV and CJD were
testing in the extreme, but by any account I think we responded as well as most
countries in providing patients with adequate supplies of blood and blood
products, backed up by high quality research and development.

Section 10: Information handling by and information sharing between
RTCs

61. Please describe the record keeping system in place for blood
donations and blood donors at the time of your directorship of the
SEBTS. In particular, please explain what records were kept, in what form,
where and who had access to them.

86.1 must emphasise that I was never Director of SEBTS. When I took up the post
of Consultant with responsibility for the donor service the donor records were
still held on a card index system in the donor office, within the donor centre on
Lauriston Place, adjacent to the Royal Infirmary. These cards, which held not
only administrative details but also information necessary to permit or disallow
certain types of donation ("NFP" meant Not for Platelets, for instance).
Importantly, they would also indicate if a donor had been designated
"permanently off service" — "POS".

87. These cards were organised by session location, and they formed the basis for
calling donors to a forthcoming session. They were taken to the session so that
all available information was immediately available to the nursing and medical
staff.

88. Computerisation of the donor records was, however, already well under way by
the early 1980s, using a custom built database known as DOBBIN. I do not
recall when the switch to a computerised donor database occurred. In time this
formed the basis of the national donor and laboratory computerised data
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system in 1987, though at this point the BTC data were not fully integrated.

62. Please set out how long these records were kept for.

89. Since before I joined the service there has never been a policy that allowed
destruction of donor records. As far as I am aware the card index system has
been fully preserved, as has the electronic database.

63. Please set out what policy or practice was adopted by the SEBTS in
relation to the destruction of these records.

90.This is answered above at question 61.

64. As far as you are aware, did all BTCs follow the same record keeping
practices, or did each centre implement its own system?

91.The five Scottish transfusion centres were largely autonomous, and had
separate, individually designed systems for record keeping, until the first
national database was created in 1987.
65. Do you consider that the record keeping measures in place at the
SEBTS were adequate to prevent donors who were suspected of carrying
blood-borne infections from continuing to give blood donations at that
centre?

92. It is important to draw a distinction between knowing that a donor carries a
blood-borne infection and suspecting that he or she does so. In the former
case, where either information from the donor or a positive screening test for an
infectious agent rules out commencement or continuation of donation, that
donor would be informed that he or she must not donate again, and the record
amended so as to reflect that status in unambiguous terms. With any manual
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system of record keeping there is a risk of a mix-up with records, but I do not
remember any such event in SEBTS.

93. The question of how to manage donors suspected of harbouring a transmissible
infection, however, raises difficulties. In this respect there were aspects of the
coding system used on the donor record card with which I was uncomfortable
when I took up my post. In particular, there was a category called "Serum for
Reagents", which meant that blood was taken into a bag which contained no
anticoagulant, thus rendering it impossible to transfuse. As far as I can
remember this designation served no useful purpose. This was used when staff
had suspicions about a donor's eligibility to donate that they did not feel able to
confront. To a certain extent this was understandable, as sessions were often
crowded and the staff under time pressure, but to me it exemplified the
prevailing attitude to donors, which was that because they were generously and
admirably sacrificing their time for no personal gain, their motivations, and
perhaps even their understanding of the implications of their relationship with
the patient who would receive their blood, could not be challenged.

94. Coming from a clinical background in gastroenterology, where discussion with
patients about the most intimate of bodily functions and behaviours could be
critical to successful diagnosis, I found this approach surprising at a time when
the threat from HIV in particular was clear. One of the factors that gave me
confidence about our ability to change this approach was the lead given by the
Director, Dr Brian McClelland, who had from the start in 1982/3 understood the
threat from HIV and the need for a paradigm change in the service's attitude to
donor selection. From this distance in time it may seem that the initial steps
taken to address the need to confront donors - questions about, for instance,
drug use and sexual orientation - presented somewhat hesitantly and, with no
more than an appeal to the donor to think about this issue and decide for
themselves if they met the criteria, were too timid. There was, however, a rapid
change over the next few years to the point where it was clear that we had to
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be more transparent.

95.The answer therefore is that the card system had drawbacks not just because
of the fact that there was a risk of a mix-up or that the donor's personal details
were insecure, but because of the underlying philosophy. At least as important
was the need to communicate better with prospective donors in an atmosphere
of trust.

66. What were the record keeping arrangements the SEBTS had with the
hospital blood banks to whom the SEBTS provided blood and blood
products? What information were the blood blanks expected to feed back
to the SEBTS about the use of the products supplied to them, and in what
form? Was this information routinely feedback, or were there problems
with the hospital's compliance? If so, what if any steps were taken to
remedy this.

96. This was not part of my remit and I am unable to comment.

67. The Inquiry is aware that the Communicable Disease Surveillance
Centre ("CDSC") maintained a database to keep track of reporting of
blood donors who tested positive for HIV (NHBT0004742_001). The
Inquiry understands that this database was in existence in 1989,
although it is unclear for how long the CDSC operated it. Please
answer the following questions regarding this database, as far as
you are able:
a. Were you aware of the database, if so, when did you become so
aware?
b. Who proposed the creation of the database?
c. Did the SEBTS contribute data on HIV positive donors to the
database? If not, why not?
d. Are you aware of whether other RTCs contributed data on HIV
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positive donors to the database?
e. Did the SEBTS maintain a separate, or additional, database to
track HIV positive blood donors?

97. Please find my answer to questions a-e below.

98. In the early years following the introduction of HIV antibody testing a system for
centralised collation of data from all 5 Scottish Regional Transfusion Centres
was established at the national microbiology reference laboratory (MRU), based
in Ruchill Hospital in Glasgow, where confirmatory testing for all regional
laboratories was carried out. At the same time (1985) Health Protection
Scotland (HPS, then known as SCIEH) developed a database to gather data
from request forms for HIV testing from all laboratories in NHS Scotland.
SNBTS readily agreed to participate in this, while still maintaining and
managing SNBTS data.

99. I do not remember any discussions about the sharing of data with Colindale, but
if it was done it would have been on a national basis through MRU for SNBTS
or, more likely. SCIEH/HPS.

68. In addition to the database(s) mentioned above, did the SEBTS
share information with other BTCs about excluded donors, donors
that posed a risk to the safety of the blood supply, or infected blood
donations? If yes, was this on a formal or informal basis? Please
describe the mechanisms the SEBTS used to share this information,
if any.

100.

All data on test results were held and managed by the MRU in Glasgow,

which reported annually to SNBTS senior management. The national computer
system contained records of all donors in Scotland.
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69. A NBTS departmental memorandum dated 15 May 1989 notes that "it
has been decided to re-introduce the original `J' donor system" to identify
donors involved in cases of post-transfusion hepatitis (NHBT0005388).
Did the SEBTS also operate the J donor system? If not, was a comparable
system in place in Scotland?

101.

As far as I recall I was not aware of the "J" system for managing donors,

and therefore do not know if there was a comparable system in Scotland. In
Scotland donors implicated in PTH investigations were immediately flagged as
"Medical hold", which prevented use of any further donation until the
investigation was complete.

70. Was viral hepatitis, NANB hepatitis or hepatitis C a notifiable disease
during your tenure? If so, what obligations did this place on SEBTS? Did
SEBTS comply with these obligations? If not, why not?

102.

Hepatitis A and B were notifiable diseases, but not NANB/HCV during my

tenure, as far as I can recall. I took responsibility for notifications to Public
Health in the event of hepatitis B presenting in a donor.

71. Did the requirement to notify change during your tenure? If so, how
and when?

103.

Not as far as I am aware.

Section 11: Knowledge of risk of infections while at the South East
Scotland Blood Transfusion Service
H/V/AIDS
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72. During your time at the SEBTS, what was your knowledge and
understanding of HIV (HTLV-III) and AIDS and, in particular, of the risks of
transmission from blood and blood products? How did your knowledge
and understanding develop over time?

104. I was fully aware of AIDS from the first reports in the USA and kept abreast
of new information as it appeared in major journals and, having rotated to
SEBTS in 1983 as explained previously, Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Reports (MMWR), which provided real time data on the evolution of the
epidemic. MMWR was taken by the SEBTS Library.
105. In 1985 I spent 2 weeks at St Mary's Hospital, London, "tailing" Dr Tony
Pinching, who had a ward in the hospital dedicated to patients with AIDS. I also
attended the genitourinary clinic in St Mary's to get a sense of the outpatient
management of AIDS patients. I also attended a Consensus Development
Conference at the National Institute of Health in Bethesda, Maryland in July
1986 on the impact of testing for HTLV III in blood and plasma donors.

106. When I began counselling of blood donors found to be HIV positive I offered
them the possibility of attending my clinic at the Western General Hospital (also
explained previously), at least until they became symptomatic and required
more intensive treatment, when they would be referred to consultants in the
Infectious Disease Unit or in Genitourinary Medicine.

107. I did of course maintain a close interest in the literature on AIDS throughout
my career, as well as attending conferences such as the and meetings of the
American Association of Blood Banks (AABB) and the British Blood Transfusion
Society (BETS).
73. How and when did you first become aware that there might be an
association between HIV/AIDS and the use of blood and blood products?
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108.

From the first description of the disease in MMWR in June 1981 and reports

in the Lancet and other publications. I took an interest in AIDS/HIV, having as I
did an interest in immunology. The first report of AIDS in haemophilia patients
appeared in 1982, and reports of AIDS in transfused infants in the USA
followed in December of that year.

74. What, if any, enquiries and/or investigations were carried out at the
SEBTS in respect of the risks of transmission of HIV/AIDS? What was
your involvement? What information was obtained as a result?

109.

I find this question impossible to decipher. I cannot imagine what sort of

enquiries or investigations this might refer to.

75. In a meeting of the SNBTS Directors of 8 December 1987, Dr Brian
McClelland agreed to circulate the data presented by you to Scotblood in
1987. What conclusions did you draw from the data? You may find
PRSE0000415 of assistance.

110.

I am afraid I do not recollect the content of this presentation and do not have

any record of it in my files.

76. In September 1986, instructions were in place for the use of AIDS
flashcards with donor staff in the Edinburgh centre, for which you were
responsible, as indicated by a letter from Dr M Corrie. What were AIDS
flashcards. How effective were they? You may find SBTS0000033_179 of
assistance.

111.

This concept was a variation of the Confidential Unit Exclusion system

developed in the USA, where donors were given a card after donating, asking
them to consider whether they should perhaps not have given blood, and to
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contact the blood centre if that was the case. The SEBTS version was a card
saying:

AIDS
Please remember
1 Any man who has had sex with another man
2 Anyone who has ever injected themselves with drugs
3 Anyone who has ever had a sexual relationship with anyone in any of the
above groups
MUST NOT GIVE BLOOD

112.

This was given to the donor in the course of the donation, and staff were

asked to enquire politely if the donor had read it.

113.

This was very ineffectual, and was soon dropped. Very few donors

responded.

Hepatitis

77. What was your knowledge and understanding of hepatitis (including
hepatitis B and Non A Non B hepatitis ("NANB")/hepatitis C) and in
particular of the risks of transmission from blood and blood products
during your time at the SEBTS? How did your knowledge and
understanding develop over time?

114.

I

spent

10 years in training in general internal medicine and

gastroenterology (1974 - 1984), and passed the examination to become a
member of the Royal College of Physicians, and was awarded MD for work on
the immune response in the GI tract, before joining the blood transfusion
service. During that time I took an intensive two week course in hepatology at
the Royal Free Hospital, London, in Dame Sheila Sherlock's department. I was
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therefore well informed about hepatitis and all kinds of liver disease.

115.

During my three months in the USA in 1985, in preparation for taking up my

Consultant post, I travelled to, first, the National Institute of Health (NIH) in
Bethesda, Maryland, where I spent time with Dr Harvey Alter discussing NANB
hepatitis in depth. I also had discussions with Dr Roger Dodd at the American
Red Cross HQ in Washington DC, where the main focus was the ongoing
attempts to develop a test for the causative agent of NANBH, and also the
imminent release of tests for HIV antibody. In Kansas City I worked with Dr
Gary Tegtmeier, who was working intensively on HIV testing at the time. He too
was involved in the development of HIV antibody tests.

116.

I was therefore well prepared for the challenges that faced me in changing

specialty, and I was prepared from the start to explore the possibilities for
research into these two major threats to the blood supply. That would not have
been possible without a great deal of reading, as well as attending many
meetings of learned societies, and indeed presenting and publishing many
papers.

78. How and when did you first become aware that there might be an
association between hepatitis (including hepatitis B and NANB/hepatitis
C) and the use of blood and blood products?

117.

Hepatitis B came to my awareness as an undergraduate, while NANBH

would have come to my notice in the second half of the 1970s during my
gastroenterology training. I was certainly aware of both long before joining
SEBTS.
79. What, if any, further enquiries and/or investigations were carried out at
the SEBTS in respect of the risks of the transmission of hepatitis? What
was your involvement? What information was obtained as a result?
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118.

I would cite the following papers describing work on various aspects of

hepatitis C/NANB in which I was a joint author. I led work focusing on donors
and clinical issues, while Professor Peter Simmonds of the University of
Edinburgh and his team contributed ground breaking virological expertise, all of
which fed into the attempts to understand and eliminate the risk of hepatitis C in
transfusion recipients.

Gillon et al, Post-transfusion NANBH: significance of raised ALT and Anti-HBc
in blood donors. Vox Sang 1988;54;148-153 (PRSE0002655)

Williams PE et al, Transmission of NANBH by pH4-treated intravenous
immunoglobulin. Vox Sang 1989;57;15-18 (NHBT0009179_002)

McOmish F et al, Detection of hepatitis C virus in blood donors: type specific
differences in serologic reactivity and rate of ALT abnormalities. Transfusion
1993;33; 1;7-13 (PRSE0001100)

Prowse et al, Prevalence and consistency of ALT elevation in plasmapheresis
donors; implications for the assessment of blood product infectivity. Vox Sang
1993; 65; 204-208 (PRSE0003982)

Crawford R et al, Prevalence and epidemiological characteristics of hepatitis C
in

Scottish

blood

donors.

Transfusion

Medicine

1994;

4;121-124

(PRSE0000448)

Ayob Y et al, Risk of hepatitis C in patients who received blood from patients
subsequently shown to be carriers of hepatitis C virus. Transfusion Medicine
1994; 4; 269-272 (PRSE0001046)
Simmonds P et al, Detection of a novel DNA virus (TTV) in blood donors and
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blood products. Lancet 1998; 352; 191-195 (HS000009928)

Blair CS et al, Prevalence and epidemiological characteristics of hepatitis G
virus/GB virus C infection in Scottish blood donors. J Infectious Disease 1998;
178; 1779-82 (RLIT0000813)

80. What was your understanding of the nature and severity of the
different forms of blood borne viral hepatitis and how did that
understanding develop over time?

119.

In the early 1970s, shortly after the causative virus of hepatitis B was

identified, it was thought that this virus had a high mortality rate, and could also
lead to a carrier state leading in some cases to liver cancer. As the tests
became more sensitive and an antibody test became available it was realised
that it was more common than had been thought. Mortality in the acute phase
was around 1%, and a carrier state arose in 5-10% of patients. By the end of
the decade, highly sensitive tests for HBsAg were available and the threat to
transfusion recipients largely eliminated.

120. NANBH, on the other hand, proved extremely elusive, despite world-wide
collaboration among hepatologists, virologists and transfusion practitioners, and
indeed it took a Nobel prize winning discovery - the polymerase chain reaction,
PCR - to unlock our understanding. In clinical terms, it was known from the
1970s that a chronic form of hepatitis could be transmitted by transfusion, but
the evidence suggested that it usually caused only mild disruption of liver
function, and that it was less easily transmissible than HBV. The development
of tests in the wake of the discovery of PCR in 1986 led to the discovery that
HCV was more prevalent and more pathogenic than had been considered
likely, and that it had affected many more donors and patients than expected.

81. The Inquiry is aware that on 14 February 1987, BMJ published a letter
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by Dr Brian McClelland and yourself on the incidence of NANB(H) in blood
transfusions. This stated that figures on the incidence of post-transfusion
hepatitis were 'almost certainly an overestimate'. It also stated that the
BMJ's leading article on the issue, which recorded that chronic active
hepatitis/cirrhosis in the US developed 'in up to 10% of blood recipients',
contained 'factual errors which could fuel the fears of patients and
doctors about transfusion quite unnecessarily'. What led you to these
conclusions at the time? How did your views change over time, if at all?
You may find PRSE0003789 of assistance.

121.

In my opinion, the letter written by Dr McClelland and me explains clearly

why we thought the BMJ leader was overstating the case. It ignored data from
multi-transfused patients in the UK, suggesting that 2-4% might have hepatic
dysfunction, compared with what was stated, namely that up to 10% of all
recipients might develop chronic liver disease. On the other hand the sole
paper on the subject providing adequate numbers suggested that of those who
survived their presenting illness and had persistently elevated ALT, 10 - 15%
had evidence of chronic liver disease. This is very different from 10% of
transfusion recipients.

122.

It was acknowledged that more research was necessary, but we felt the

alarmist rhetoric could be counter-productive.

123.

We went on to speculate that in view of the epidemiological similarities

between HIV and HCV, the prevalence of HCV in blood donors might well have
been dramatically reduced since the introduction of HIV testing in 1985. This
did indeed seem to be the case, the prevalence in blood donors in Scotland
being 0.088% in the first 6 months of testing in 1991 (Crawford R, Gillon Jet al,
Transfusion Medicine 1994; 4; 121-124). (PRSE0000448) More significantly,
the rate per 100,000 in new donors was around five times greater than that for
regular donors, suggesting a considerable impact from donor screening for risk
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factors prior to the implementation of testing.

124.

(In theory, the rates should have been identical, as all donors were

subjected to the same screening criteria and were being tested for the first time.
This suggests a learning process in regular donors, or perhaps that new donors
were demographically different. The rate in both new and regular donors fell
rapidly thereafter as donor screening intensified with the introduction across
SNBTS of personal interviews for all donors in the early 1990s. though the rate
in new donors remained significantly higher), (Taken from the Penrose Inquiry
Final Report, Chapter 3.112 and Fig. 3.4). (PRSE0007002)

82. In a scientific paper dated October 1986, Dr Gunson stated that the
best estimate of the incidence of transfusion-associated NANB hepatitis
in the UK from published data at the time was 3% (SBTS0001120). He
further noted that 'if one assumes that the 2.3 million donations in the U.K
are transfused to 750,000 recipients annually...then one would expect
22,5000 icteric or anicteric cases of NANB hepatitis each year.' Please
answer the following questions
a. Were you aware of this paper and these findings at the time of
publication? If yes, when and in what circumstances did you
become aware of the findings of this paper? If no, when did you
become aware of it and/or the conclusions set out within it?

125.

This paper (SBTS0001120) appears to be an appendix to a paper produced

by Dr Gunson in order to inform advice to the DHSS, though there is no
indication what the committee in question was. I was not aware of this review,
and have no recollection of having seen it at any time.

b.

Were

these figures regarding

the prevalence of NANB

post-transfusion hepatitis ever discussed by RTC directors? If yes,
please describe the general response to these figures.
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126. I do not know if the paper was ever discussed by SNBTS Directors.
83. Please provide details of any other information that informed your
understanding of the severity and prevalence of HCV in the UK donor
population.

127. I am not aware of further data on the prevalence or severity of HCV infection
in the donor population of the UK prior to the introduction of donor testing in
1991.

General

84. How did your understanding of the seriousness of HCV and HIV/AIDS
impact the donor selection policies and practice in place at the SEBTS?

128. A full account of the evolution of national policy on donor selection is given
in Volume 4 of the Penrose Inquiry Final Report, Chapters 26 and 28
(PRSE0007002).

This

topic

is

also

described

in

PEN.019.0362

(PRSE0003499). While policies were agreed at national (SNBTS) level, and
were published in the Guidelines for the Blood Transfusion Services in the UK
(the Red Book) from 1990, procedures for the implementation of these policies
were initially a local matter, and the paper SNB.014.3125 (PRSE0000954)
describes in detail how SEBTS responded to the knowledge that Edinburgh had
a particularly high number of cases of AIDS, and how we influenced the
methodology of donor selection until finally a unified approach was achieved in
1992, when donor selection literature was standardised across SNBTS In brief,
Dr McClelland introduced a leaflet with information for donors in May 1983,
embarked on developing a relationship with influential members of the gay
community also in 1983, and we experimented with "confidential donor
exclusion" and other methods designed to improve communication with donors,
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resulting in personal, private new donor interviews from 1991.

85. What advisory and decision-making structures were in place, or were
put in place at the SEBTS to consider and assess the risks of infection
associated with the use of blood and/or blood products?

129.

No specific structures were in place at the local SEBTS level for this

purpose.

86. What if any role did the SEBTS have in advising those hospitals and
haemophilia centres that it provided blood and blood products to, as to
the risks associated with blood and blood products? Please give details
of any steps taken in this regard.

130.

I was not involved in this process.

Section 12: Reduction of risk of infections while at the South East
Scotland Blood Transfusion Service

Donor selection

87. What donor selection policies and processes were in place during
your tenure at the SEBTS, and how did these change following the
emergence of:
a. AIDS/HIV;
b. NANB/HCV; and
c. HBV?

131.

Please refer to my response to Question 84.

88. How if at all did these change over time? You may find PRSE0003001
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and STHB0000687, page 9 of assistance.

132.

These two references illustrate the difference between donor selection

policy making and the processes involved in implementing agreed policy.

133.

PRSE0003001 contains memos from senior nursing and donor office to me

and Dr McClelland about donors perceived to be at high risk, and how to deal
with them. This is not a policy issue; and decision making was therefore
possible at local level, so I halted what seemed to me an unsatisfactory practice
for dealing with so-called "hearsay" donors, where a donation might be taken
only for it to be destroyed, rather than tackling the issue directly by discussion
with the donor in question.

134.

The second is a request from me to the MSC to challenge a proposed

national change to the HIV selection criteria. I do not recall why I was
concerned, nor what the proposed change was, but had to accept that the MSC
did not support my position.

89. What national guidelines (if any) informed the donor selection policies
and processes at the SEBTS? In the event that the SEBTS processes
departed from any such guidelines, please explain how and why.

135.

When I first took up my post in SEBTS the Scottish regions all had their own

selection guidelines, no doubt based on the UK Notes on Transfusion, but with
additional material based on local knowledge. This was the case in SEBTS.
One of the first tasks assigned to me by Professor Cash was to visit each of the
five centres and discuss their donor selection procedures. In particular he
asked for a report outlining an assessment of the prospects for agreement on
national guidelines.

136.

I presented my findings to the Coordinating Group in April 1986. There was
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agreement that this should be pursued, and Dr Ewa Brookes and I were
charged with drafting a comprehensive set of guidelines based on the A-Z
system. These were issued in 1988. We did not depart from these new national
guidelines.

90. How were decisions made as to which donors were high risk and
should be excluded from donating at the SEBTS? What was your role in
this process at the SEBTS? Were these decisions reviewed and, if so,
how often?

137.

Donors identified as high risk, i.e. as defined in the guidelines, were given

an explanation at the session, usually by a doctor, and they were offered an
opportunity to discuss this further with me or my deputy if they were unhappy
with the decision. A report was sent to me in each case.

91. Were there any difficulties in implementing the exclusion of high-risk
donors at the SEBTS?

138.

This was a demanding task for the session staff, even though they were well

trained and had the opportunity to discuss issues at regular staff training
meetings. As described in the background papers prepared for the Penrose
Inquiry and referred to above, we constantly sought to improve on our
communication methods, and pioneered the introduction of personal donor
interviews to Scotland in 1992. This was a considerable logistical challenge
requiring careful assessment of every session venue to ensure there was
enough space for the additional equipment required to ensure privacy. It was
extended to the other Scottish centres during the following five years.

92. The Inquiry is aware that between 1984 and 1991, the SNBTS
implemented a deferral policy with many people at high risk of HCV
infection being excluded from donating blood. What role did you have in
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the implementation of this policy? How effective was it in your view?

139.

My role, from my appointment to the Consultant post in April 1985, was to

ensure that the national policy was incorporated into local documentation for
blood donor sessions, and that all session staff were trained in how to put the
selection policy into practice. The policy was, of course, mainly aimed at
preventing potential donors at high risk of HIV and hepatitis B from donating, as
the epidemiology and significance of HCV remained poorly understood prior to
the introduction of testing in 1991. Evidence that it was effective in reducing the
risk of HCV as well as HIV and HBV only became available when testing for
HCV was introduced. (Busch MP et al. Risk of HIV transmission by blood
transfusion before the implementation of HIV-1 antibody screening. The
Transfusion Safety Study Group. Transfusion 1991; 31: 4-11, (RLIT0000817)
and Farrugia A. The mantra of blood safety: time for a new tune? Vox Sang
2004; 86: 1-7) (RLIT0000814).

93. Please consider the SNBTS Medical and Scientific Committee minutes
for the meeting held on 14 August 1991 (SBTS0000445_003). It was noted
that you would be consulted with regards to the development of a
national donor deferral register.
a. Did this consultation take place? If so, when did it take place and
who was involved? Please provide details.
b. What was the outcome of this consultation? Please provide details.
c. Do you recall what prompted the SNBTS Medical and Scientific
Committee to consult on the development of a national donor
deferral register? Please provide details.

140.

a. to c. I have no recollection of this. It appears to have been discussed at

the Donor Consultants Group, of which Dr Galea was Chairman, and which I
attended, but I do not remember being consulted, and nor do I remember
whether a deferral register was created.
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94. The Inquiry understands that you were attached to the SEBTS from
late 1983 to 1984. What role did you play in the development of donors'
selection and screening procedures between 1983 and 1985? You may
find PRSE0006011, where your duties were described in broad terms at
that stage.

141.

During my initial attachment to SEBTS from 1983 - 1984 I had no role in the

development of donor selection policies or procedures, though I would have
been present as an observer at meetings of medical and nursing staff and also
donor office personnel at which these issues were discussed. From October
1984 I was a member of SEBTS medical staff at Senior Registrar level, and
may have had a more active input to procedural issues through participation in
departmental meetings.

95. At a meeting of the Scottish National Blood Transfusion Service
Co-Ordinating Group on 20 November 1984, it was agreed that you would
visit transfusion centres and prepare a draft memorandum for the SNBTS.
What was the outcome of this? You may find PRSE0000425 of assistance.

142.

As described in my answer to question 89 on taking up my Consultant post

Dr Cash asked me to visit all Scottish RTCs for discussions on the possibility of
analysing

each

centre's

donor

selection

policies,

documentation and

procedures and agreeing a single SNBTS approach. I presented my initial
findings at the Coordinating Group in April 1996, where it was agreed that
guidelines based on the SEBTS A - Z system should be developed
(PRSE0001653). In this Dr Ewa Brookes was asked to assist. The final version
was agreed and issued to the regions in 1988.

96. Please consider the written statement from David McClelland
(MACK0002264_021). Appendix 1 of this statement is an extract from a
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paper you wrote on SNBTS donor selection policies. In that paper, you
noted

that

"the

SHRG

[Scottish

Homosexual

Rights

Group]

representatives advised in a meeting in January 1985 that there was
evidence that some high risk donors could stiff be giving blood."
a. What was the evidence?
b. Why do you think this had been allowed to happen?
c. What impact, if any, did this have on the safety of blood and/or
blood products?

143.

a - c. I was not present at the meeting mentioned (I was in the USA at the

time), so I assume that I later saw a note of the meeting. This appears to have
been hearsay evidence from within the gay community. It is impossible to
estimate the impact of this on the safety of the blood supply, but the information
was clearly taken seriously and Dr McClelland adds that the questionnaire for
regular donors was revised in March 1985.

97. How successful were the donor selection policies at screening out
high risk donors? You may find SBTS0000248_029 and PRSE0003685 of
assistance.
In particular:
In May 1987, Professor Cash circulated a paper which was a combination
of the original protocol by you and the England/Wales documents
produced by Dr Lee. Dr Cash was minuted as suggesting that he had
realised when reading the letter that your paper had been "inadequate in
respect of donor selection". Were you aware of this criticism? What did
you understand the inadequacies to be? How do you respond? You may
find SBTS0000248_024, at page 9, of assistance.

144.

I cannot interpret Dr Cash's statement in the context of a paper on

autologous transfusion, the whole purpose of which was to avoid transfusing
blood from donors.
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Introduction of virally inactivated products

98. What role did you consider the SEBTS had (or should have had) in
pushing for factor concentrates to be virally inactivated in the late 1970s
and early 1980s? In particular:
Was the need for safe products raised by you or anyone else at the
SEBTS with PFC and/or pharmaceutical companies (or anyone else)
during this period? If so, please give details. If not, why not?

145.

I was not involved in any discussions on this, and do not have the requisite

knowledge to offer an opinion.

99. Please refer to PRSE0003428 and explain the extent of your role in the
testing of heat-treated Factor IX amongst liver patients. What were the
results of these studies?

146.

I have no recollection of this.

100. Please refer to SBTS0000038_095 which refers to a study assessing
the efficacy of an anti-HTLV immunoglobulin preparation. Please explain:
a. The extent of your role in this study.
b. What the results of the study were.
c. The significance of these results in the context of the efficacy of the
heat treatment and beta-propriolactone treatment applied.

147.

I have no recollection of this memo or the proposal.

Autologous transfusion

101. What was your view of autologous transfusion during the 1980s and
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1990s as a method of risk reduction? Has your view changed over time? If
so, why?

148.

I felt it was important for the transfusion services to explore the possibilities

of the various methods of autologous transfusion, and to give patients the
choice if it was a viable option for them. Although much of the early work on this
was done by clinical haematologists and anaesthetists, the expertise and
facilities of the transfusion service, especially if located in a major hospital and
with control of blood banking for the region, as we were, stimulated clinicians to
contact us because of patient demand. There were clearly situations where the
argument in favour of preoperative donation in particular was compelling, but it
was important to embark on this course with great caution. Much of the
published evidence for autologous procedures came from surgical units where
anaesthetists and surgeons were enthusiasts, and studies tended of necessity
to be too small in scale to provide valid evidence for or against. I felt that
transfusion services were well placed to carry out comparative studies of
predeposit autologous donation and homologous transfusion, and also to
deploy our experience of using centrifugal cell separators to carry out research
and development into intraoperative cell salvage.

149.

After a great deal of work, as described in the following answers, it became

clear in the late 1990s that far from accounting for around 10% of the
transfusions in elective surgery there was really very little demand for the
procedures, and the Scottish service was reduced to a single provider Glasgow and West of Scotland BTS.

102. What discussions took place between Scottish and other UK blood
services in relation to implementing autologous transfusion? How far was
there agreement and/or coordination between the BTCs?

150.

I was not present at this meeting and do not remember drafting a proposal
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for all Scottish centres to collaborate. This certainly did not happen, and SEBTS
established a predeposit autologous donation service in 1987, the only Scottish
centre to do so and the first in the UK.
103. The Inquiry understands that you were present at discussions
concerning autologous transfusion. Please explain any research or work
that you undertook on autologous transfusion. You may be assisted by
SBTS0000248_021, pages 7-8.

151. Having failed to persuade my colleagues in the other SNBTS regions, in
1987, to agree to the establishment of a predeposit autologous service in each
centre, I set up such a service based in the donor centre of SEBTS, primarily
for patients undergoing elective hip replacements, and in conjunction with
orthopaedic surgeons who had expressed an interest. By 1996, however, only
133 patients had been referred, resulting in 90 patients donating 171 units of
blood for their own use. During the following year the annual number of
referrals doubled as a result of an enthusiastic anaesthetist, only to fall back
again when we switched to a system based on self-referral by patients who had
been provided with information explaining the availability of this procedure
(Ribbons et al, Transfusion Medicine 1999, 4; 279-280) (RLIT0000819).

152. We also responded to an expression of interest from the anaesthetic
department of the cardiovascular unit in the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh for a
study of intraoperative cell salvage in cardiac surgery, during which blood shed
during the operation is salvaged by suction into a cell separator (essentially a
centrifuge), the red cells concentrated, washed in saline and returned to the
patient. In this study only one unit of homologous transfusion was saved per
patient, but the procedure was shown to be feasible and safe, and it became an
accepted part of surgical practice in a number of departments throughout the
UK.
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153.

I was a member of the Autologous Working Party of the British Committee

for Standards in Haematology Blood Transfusion Taskforce, which produced
guidelines for predeposit autologous transfusion in 1993 (Voak et al, Guidelines
for autologous transfusion 1. Preoperative autologous donation. Transfusion
Medicine1993;

3:

307-316,

(BSHA0000017_021)

and

Guidelines

for

Autologous Transfusion 2: Perioperative haemodilution and cell salvage. B J
Anaesthesia 1997: 78; 6, 768-771) (RLIT0000815).

154.

I was a member of the organising committee for two Consensus

Development Conferences at the Royal College of Physicians in Edinburgh in
1995 and 1998. The proceedings of the first conference were reported in
Transfusion in 1996 (vol 36: 7; 628-32, 633-639; 640-643; 644-653), and the
second in Transfusion Medicine in 1999 (vol 9; 3; 241-257, 259-264; 265-268).

104. You prepared a discussion paper on autologous transfusion as
referenced in the meeting of the SNBTS Directors on 8 December 1987.
What was the impact of this on the policies and processes of the Scottish
BTCs? You may find PRSE0000415 of assistance.

155.

I was not present at this meeting of the SNBTS Directors, but there seems

to have been a dispute about my proposal regarding establishing a national
autologous transfusion pilot. I have no memory of how this played out, but I am
sure that the service I established in 1987 was the only one in Scotland for
some years.

105. The Inquiry is aware that you were present at a clinical and scientific
meeting of the Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh. You delivered a
presentation on the merits of autologous transfusion in decreasing the
risk of transfusion-related infections: "current information suggests that
under optimal conditions up to 10% of all transfusions could be
autologous". You considered that further studies into cost effectiveness
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were considered necessary at the time. How was your presentation
received? What impact did this presentation have on the policies and
processes of the Scottish RTCs in relation to autologous transfusion?
How prevalent were cost considerations in decision making in relation to
autologous transfusions? You may find RCSE0000003002, pages 18-20
of assistance.

156.

I have no recollection of the discussion after I presented my paper, and I

doubt that it had any great impact on decisions about autologous transfusion in
the other Scottish regions. I have no idea whether the slow uptake was due to
financial considerations or scepticism about safety and/or efficacy.

106. The Inquiry is aware that you attended a meeting of the SNBTS
Medical and Scientific Committee on 18 May 1994, where autologous
transfusion was discussed. How had discussions on autologous
transfusion within the SNBTS evolved by this point? What prevalence did
considerations of cost have in these later discussions? You may find
PRSE0003685 of assistance.

157.

I don't have any clear memory of what discussions had led to me producing

the paper referred to but it seems clear that no other SNBTS centre had
implemented autologous transfusion at that point. From the minutes it is clear
that funding was an issue.

107. What was your involvement in setting up the UK's first autologous
transfusion unit? Please give details. You may find PRSE0006006, p.4 of
assistance.

158.

This is answered in my reply to 0101 above.

Provision of diagnostic screening kits
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108. Please describe the arrangements in place at the SEBTS in regards
to the provision of diagnostic testing kits for donation screening
("screening kits").

159.

This was dealt with at national level and I played no part in it.

109. Did you, or anyone else at the SEBTS, contract directly with any
pharmaceutical company involved in the manufacture and/or sale of
screening kits, or were contracts negotiated on a national basis?

160.

As stated above, the latter.

110. What were the key factors influencing choice of screening kit and/or
pharmaceutical provider?

161.

I cannot answer this question.

111. What influence did pharmaceutical companies retain after supplying
screening kits to the UK? For example, can you recall whether
pharmaceutical companies provided advice on the implementation or use
of the screening kits?

162.

To the best of my knowledge, the companies provided excellent support and

advice.

Introduction of H/V testing

112. Please describe the implementation of HIV screening at the SEBTS.
In particular:
a. What

was

the process for screening donors and/or blood
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donations?

163.

When the donation was completed the nurse or donor assistant took

samples for testing into the relevant tubes, and then donation, tubes and the
donor's form were transported to the microbiology lab in the donor centre.
Donations were tested in batches and every part of the process recorded on the
computer database. Donations with clear results for all markers were released
for transfusion. If a donation tested positive on a second run (repeat positive RR) it was identified and quarantined and a sample sent to the national
Microbiology Reference Unit (MRU) for confirmatory testing by Western Blot. If
confirmed positive it was reported to me, whereupon I sent a letter to the donor
explaining that there was a problem with the donation, and asking him/her to
contact my secretary to arrange a meeting with me. If I was away the meeting
would be arranged with my deputy, Dr Jan Davidson, who had several years of
experience of dealing with similar issues in donors and had also attended a
course in counselling at St Mary's Hospital in London. This would take place
very quickly, usually within 24 hours, depending on the degree of anxiety
expressed by the donor.

164.

Further samples were taken from the donor after counselling to confirm the

result and as a precaution to rule out mistaken identity.

165.

The computer record was automatically updated at each result point with the

donor's status, i.e. cleared to donate, on medical hold or permanently off
service.

b. What happened to all the unscreened blood that had been collected
prior to HIV screening being implemented?

166.

It was recalled from hospital blood banks or removed from storage in the

Centre and to the best of my knowledge destroyed.
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c. What happened when a donation was found to be infected with HIV?
Please set out the steps that had to be taken, both with respect to the
donor, and in terms of passing on information to third parties and/or
identifying recipients of previous donations from that donor.

167.

The immediate part of the process is described in response to question

112a. above. After initial counselling I discussed with the donor the choices
available for further investigation and follow up. No information was disclosed to
a third party without the donor's consent. I always recommended that the
donor's GP should be informed and that I would refer the donor to an
appropriate clinic with his or her consent. This was usually the Infectious
Disease Unit at the City Hospital, or occasionally Genitourinary Medicine in the
Royal Infirmary. In a few cases the donor would choose to be followed up in my
own clinic at the Western General Hospital (as described in my response to
Question 2).

168.

In the case of a donor who had donated previously, I then triggered the

lookback process by obtaining a record of all previous donations and their fate.
When a recipient was identified and known to be alive I wrote to the consultant
in charge of their care at the time of transfusion, offering him or her the
opportunity to contact the recipient, though on most occasions they were happy
to leave that to me or the recipient's GP. I always offered to see the recipient in
person.

d. What impact did the introduction of HIV screening have on the SEBTS,
including but not limited to the financial impact of screening, the impact
on those working at the SEBTS, and the impact on the risk of
transmission of HIV through blood donations?

169.

I had no responsibility for financial considerations, and so can make no
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comment on that aspect.

170. The impact on BTS personnel is difficult to quantify. Rigorous training
ensured that staff were fully informed about their professional responsibilities,
but there is no doubt that it was a time of heightened anxiety for front line staff.
This is perhaps best illustrated by the anxiety caused when a member of staff
suffered a "needlestick" injury, which necessitated being tested for possible
markers of infection and spending an anxious few days. This was very rare,
however, and happily such a "nosocomial" transmission of a blood borne virus
never occurred in SEBTS during my tenure.
171. Testing for HIV antibodies virtually eliminated the risk of infection in
recipients, but not entirely. In Scotland one instance of failure of the antibody
test in early 1986 resulted in two recipients becoming infected. This was shown
to be a "window period" donation, where a recently exposed individual donates
blood in the interval between contracting the infection and the appearance of
antibody in the blood. No other instance of this has been recorded in Scotland
as far as I am aware, and the risk of such an incident was reduced to virtually
zero when PCR testing was added to the screening programme. This test for
the virus DNA can detect infection from 3 days after exposure, thus greatly
shortening the window period.

113. The Inquiry understands that you visited the Community Blood
Centre of Greater Kansas City in 1985, as mentioned by Gary Tegtmeier in
a letter of 18 December 1985. What were the issues faced at the time in
relation to Abbott's Anti-HTLV-III assay? How did this relate to decision
making on HIV testing in the UK? You may find NHBT0007975 of
assistance.

172. I was at the Blood Centre in Kansas City from January to March 1985,
coinciding exactly with the release of the first tests for anti-HTLV-III antibody. Dr
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Tegtmeier was one of the virologists in the transfusion services carrying out
evaluations of the commercial kits being developed for mass testing, and in
discussion with him I did gain useful insights into the process, and the qualities
of the test kits as they then were. I think that the Abbott test was very prone to
inconsistent results, in particular high numbers of positive results which could
not be repeated or confirmed by another test method. It was feared that these
false positives could affect up to 10% of donations, and this would have had
serious impacts on the efficient handling of blood and components. Although I
had no part in the decision making process, I believe that this had some
influence on the decision to delay the onset of testing until the Wellcome assay
became available.

114. The Inquiry understands that HIV screening was to commence on 14
October 1985. Did the SEBTS commence screening on this date? What
steps were taken to ensure that the SEBTS could begin screening on this
date?

173.

All of the blood available for issue from that date, and that which had been

issued to hospitals, had been tested, thanks to a programme of testing begun a
month before the target date of 14 October 1985.

Surrogate testing

115. Whilst you were employed at the SEBTS, what was your opinion of
surrogate testing as a potential method of donor screening, and how did
this change over time? Please comment on each infection with reference
to specific surrogate tests:
a. HIV; and
b. NANB/HCV.

116. At a meeting of the Transfusion Associated Hepatitis Working Party
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on 22 January 1987 at the DHSS, there was discussion of anti-HBc/ALT
screening trials. What was your view on the efficacy of screening at this
time? Did your view change over time? You may find PRSE0000450,
pages 1-2 of assistance.

174. Answers to questions 115 and 116 combined:

175. In common with most of those involved in this debate at the time, I was
conflicted about the case for surrogate tests. The data suggesting that around
40% of post-transfusion (PTH) cases could be prevented came from two large
but flawed studies in the USA (The Transfusion Transmitted Viruses Study.
NEJM 1981; 304; 989-994, (PRSE0001650) and Alter et al, JAMA 1981; 246;
630-634) (NHBT0111483). Be that as it may, the pressure to use a simple
biochemical test (ALT) and/or an existing marker for prior HBV infection
(anti-HBc) was difficult to resist. There were, however, substantial doubts about
the efficacy of these tests, whether singly or in combination.

176. First, though, an important point to consider is that introducing these tests
would have no impact on fractionated products such as factor VIII and factor IX
concentrates, which were produced from pools of plasma of around 4000
donors. Heat treatment of factor VIII was introduced in late 1984 and heat
treated Factor IX in 1987. This meant that these clotting factor concentrates
were free from the risk of viral infection for the first time, whereas previously the
mixing of several thousand donors to produce a single batch of concentrate had
effectively guaranteed the likelihood of infection.

177. Another mitigating factor was that high risk donor screening and testing for
HIV antibodies were likely to have had a considerable impact on transfusion
transmitted NANBH from 1985 onwards.

178. On the other hand, there was no doubt that screening with one or both of
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these tests would prevent some cases of NANBH, and in spite of the lack of
data on the incidence of PTNANBH this would be a desirable outcome.

179.

To set against that, however, our own data (Gillon J et al, Vox Sang 1988;

54; 148-155, (PRSE0002655) and Prowse et al, Vox Sang 1993; 65; 204-208)
(PRSE0003982) demonstrated that if both tests were introduced the loss of
donors would be around 7%, and the effects of this would be cumulative, since
ALT levels fluctuate and donors with normal levels on one occasion might have
raised levels on subsequent donation, leading to exclusion. All of these donors
would require careful medical management, and the costs overall would be very
high, not just in financial terms but, more importantly, in the loss of donors.

180.

This was therefore a question of judgment, and my attitude was that if the

advisory committees and Directors decided in favour of testing and the
resources were provided, it would be wrong to argue against it, even if it
resulted in challenging circumstances for those of us dealing with the impact on
the donor programme.

117. On 25 September 1987, you made an application for additional
funding to the SHHD seeking a research grant for a prospective
multi-centre study into surrogate markers for donors, to identify NANBH
carriers through ALT testing. How did your views on the efficacy of ALT
and HBcAb screening change over time? What impact did this have on
policy and processes at the SEBTS and the SNBTS? You may find
SBTS0000177 031 and PRSE0004996 of assistance.

181.

My views on the efficacy of surrogate testing did not change over time, as

described in my answer to Question 116. It is impossible for me to assess
whether my own views influenced the decision by the SNBTS Directors to
recommend the introduction of testing, which request was rejected. I had no
part in the decision in favour of testing.
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118. At an SNBTS Directors meeting on 3 March 1987, the Directors
agreed to "recommend to the SHHD that surrogate testing for NANB
should be implemented with effect from 1 April 1988 as a national
development requiring strictly new funding. Each Director should let Dr
Cash know what funds would be required in his/her region, assuming that
both core testing and ALT would be undertaken in the Transfusion
Centres" (PRSE0004163). Please expand on the following:
a. Whether surrogate testing (namely ALT or anti-HBc testing) was
introduced at the Blood Donor Centre during your tenure
b. If so, whether this had any impact on the Blood Donor Centre;
c. How the surrogate testing was performed;
d. What the process was for screening donors and/or blood
donations;
e. What, if anything, happened to the unscreened blood that had been
collected prior to surrogate testing being implemented; and
f. What happened when a donation tested positive. Please set out the
steps that had to be taken, both with respect to the donor, and in
terms of passing on information to third parties and/or identifying
recipients of previous donations from that donor.

182.

Neither test was ever introduced in SEBTS, nor, as far as I know, in any

other Scottish BTC.

119. In July 1987, many SNBTS Directors wrote to the Lancet to state that
surrogate testing was `inescapable'. They stated that "no large study to
answer this critical question has yet been presented, and we agree that
the size of the benefit to be gained from surrogate testing cannot be
accurately established without such a study. However, the time for this
study has already passed' (PRSE0001444). Did you agree with the
reasoning provided in this article?
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183.

At the time I think I felt that this was a bit of an exaggeration to say that it

was "inescapable". There was no satisfactory prospective study large enough
to inform the decision, and there was no prospect of a specific test for HCV at
that time. In fact, by the time such a study was carried out and reported the time
would have passed since HCV was discovered by PCR in 1988, but we weren't
to know that then.

120. A report prepared by Dr Gunson in August 1987 set out the
conclusions of a Working Group established by the Council of Europe
Committee of Experts on Blood Transfusion and Immunohematology to
consider the introduction of routine surrogate testing ('the Working
Group report') (NHBT0008816_002). Please advise whether you were
aware of the Working Group's report. If you were, did you agree with the
conclusions reached by the Working Group? If not, why not?

184.

I was not aware of this report, but if I had been I would have agreed with all

of the conclusions.

121. In 1988, you carried out a study which was published in Vox
Sanguinis, calculating ALT levels in regular blood donors. You concluded
that "in view of the medical and economic implications of the introduction
of these screening tests, and the poverty of data on the clinical
significance of post-transfusion hepatitis...such a screening programme
cannot be justified at present. Further studies are required, including a
prospective controlled trial of the effects of screening". Please describe
the following:
a. Why did you come to this view?
b. What

steps,

if

any,

were

taken

after

you

made

these

recommendations towards carrying out the proposed study into
ALT levels and body weight?
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c. What

steps,

if

any,

were

taken

after

you

made

these

recommendations towards a prospective trial of screening for
surrogate markers?

185.

I think my responses to the questions 115 - 129 explain why I took this view.

In the event the SNBTS Directors decided to apply to SHHD for funding for
comprehensive routine screening of donors. This would have made any attempt
to mount such a study in Scotland impossible. If all donations were to be
screened there would be no possibility of mounting a trial with a "control group"
who were not screened, and this would make the impact of the screening
impossible to assess by statistical analysis.

122. Was surrogate testing ever introduced at SEBTC?

186.

No.

123. Was it introduced at any of the other BTC in Scotland to your
knowledge?

187.

No.

124. In assessing the delay in widespread surrogate testing, the Penrose
Inquiry report indicates that you thought that it would be easy to
overestimate: "Dr Gil/on took the view that predictions of a reduction of
cases by 30-40% following ALT testing would almost certainly have been
too high for a number of reasons". Does this remain your view? Is there
anything you wish to add? What were your reasons for your views on
surrogate testing at the time? You may find PRSE0004996 of assistance.

188.

The quoted estimates of possible reductions in post transfusion HCV cases

are derived from early studies in the USA, in particular the TTV study (Aach et
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al, 1981 (PRSE0001650), Holland et al, 1981, (NHBT0111483_001) Koziol et
al, 1986 (PRSE0001533)). These studies reported very high incidence of PT
HCV in the USA at that time, ranging from 4% - 27%, and all predated
measures taken to exclude donors at high risk of blood borne viral infections.
The authors of these large trials (though imperfect - there were no randomised
controlled trials of sufficient size) all urged caution, pointing out that 30% of
cases being prevented meant 70% were missed. This is particularly relevant to
patients requiring regular treatment with factor concentrates, which would still
be highly contaminated in the pre-heat treatment era. In addition, the costs of
testing and the loss of donors and donations would have been huge, and so
they generally urged caution in considering the introduction of these tests. The
arguments were even more finely balanced once heat treatment was
established, eliminating the risk for recipients of factor concentrates.

189. Add to this the uncertainty about the pathogenicity of NANBH and the
decision becomes even more difficult. The debate is described in all its
complexity and in great detail in Chapter 25 of the Final Report of the Penrose
Inquiry (PRSE0007002). Although I was fairly heavily involved in the latter
stages of the debate, it is fair to say that I had very little understanding at the
time of the events in the upper echelons of the UKBTS, and no insight whatever
into the political issues of funding and the potential impact of the Consumer
Protection Act, as at the time I was not a member of any of the relevant
committees or working parties. Throughout I remained very concerned about
the effects of surrogate testing on donors and how we would manage them if
ALT testing was introduced, but like everyone involved I understood that testing
would benefit an unknowable number of transfusion recipients. I thought then,
as I do now, that there was no right answer other than a scientific one in the
form of a means of identifying and developing a specific test for the agent
causing PTNANBH. In discussions with scientists at NIH in 1985 I had become
optimistic on that front when Dr Dan Bradley described to me the newly
discovered method for identifying viral RNA that would later be known as the
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polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This breakthrough earned the Nobel Prize for
its inventor, Dr Kary Mullis, and it was to be the basis for the tests for the virus
that would be labelled as hepatitis C virus.

125. The Inquiry is aware that between 9 and 11 January 1995, you
attended the National Institute of Health Development Conference, at
Maryland in the US. Your main recommendations after attending the
conference were that ALT testing be discontinued and anti-HBc testing be
refined. Please expand on your reasons for these recommendations. In
particular:
a. How was your report received by the SNBTS and other authorities?
b. What impact did this have on the implementation of testing?
c. How did your views change over time
d. You may find NIBS0000202 of assistance.

190.

I have no idea how my report was received, or whether it had any impact on

policy. By then HCV screening had rendered ALT redundant, as a result of
effective screening tests for HCV in 1991, and the argument for antiHBc for the
detection of residual HBV and/or window period HIV were very flimsy, as I
reported.

Introduction of anti-HCV screening

126. When did the SEBTS begin anti-HCV screening?

191.

In common with the other four Scottish BTCs screening for antibodies to

HCV officially began in SEBTS on 1st September 1991. Like other centres the
SEBTS had been evaluating test kits for some months previously, and this
facilitated the start date being guaranteed as the date when all blood
components issued would have been tested and found to be negative.
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127. On 1 September 1989, a paper was produced by yourself and Mr
Archie Barr (SNBTS, Glasgow) outlining the implications for SNBTS of
anti-HCV testing. What were the conclusions of this paper? How did cost
implications

factor

into

decision-making

in

relation

to

anti-HCV

screening? What impact did your paper have on decision making in
relation to anti-HCV screening in so far as you are aware? You may find
PRSE0004849, PRSE0001392 and MAC K0001457002 of assistance.

192.

The report referred to was an internal assessment of the first generation test

for HCV antibody from Ortho. The test was found to be relatively insensitive.
This information was superseded by the development of second generation
tests that were more sensitive, so to that extent the result of this evaluation
became redundant and had no impact on later decisions about choice of tests. I
had no input to the final choice, nor into the financial aspects.

128. The Inquiry is aware that in November 1990, you attended the second
International Symposium on HCV in Los Angeles. You later produced a
report, which appended two short papers by Lee and others on the
second generation Ortho anti-HCV (c200/c22) ELISA test. What were your
conclusions on the reliability and cost effectiveness of anti-HCV tests?
You may find NHBT0000016027 of assistance.

193.

This conference was very much orientated towards clinical issues. I cannot

remember whether the appended papers were made available at the
conference, or derived from some other source. These papers provided some
information on how many reactive tests could be expected in various
populations, which was useful information (about 1% reactive), but at that stage
there was no discussion of cost effectiveness. There was little information on
confirmatory tests, and no comparison with other manufacturers' tests, so
reliability and efficacy were difficult to assess at that point.
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129. The Inquiry understands that on 1 April 1992, a representative of
Akzo Pharmaceuticals wrote to you evidencing a comparison study
between

the

UBI,

Ortho

and

Abbott

Anti-HCV

testing

kits

(SBTS0000375_054). The letter suggested that the UBI test may have been
more effective than the Ortho and Abbott testing kits.
a. Were you aware of any further information at the time that may
have suggested that the UBI tests were more effective?
b. To what extent did this statement prove to be true in the months
subsequent to this letter?

194.

I have only the vaguest recollection of this debate. I was not directly

involved in the kit evaluations, which were carried out mainly by the MRU in
Glasgow, and cannot recall which manufacturer's kits we were using at any
given time. I am afraid I therefore cannot answer these questions.

130. In a meeting of the SNBTS Medical and Scientific Committee on 6
November 1990, you came across additional data which was not available
when your report on HCV donation testing was written (PRSE0000348,
pages 5-6). What, if any steps were taken after you raised the issue of the
sexual transmission of HCV in the meeting? Did you agree with the
response at the time?

195.

I presented the draft report of the working party charged with writing

Guidelines for the management of donors found to be HCV positive, and added
that sexual and vertical (i.e. mother to baby) transmission had recently been
described. I was asked to redraft the report to include this information and the
consequences thereof, and to prepare a Standard Operating Procedure for Dr
Cash by 30 November 1990. I was entirely in agreement with this, and
delivered the documents on time.

131. What impact did HCV testing have on the SEBTS? In particular:
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a. What was the process for screening donors and/or blood
donations?
b. What happened to all the unscreened blood that had been
collected prior to the HCV testing being implemented?
c. What happened when a donation tested positive? Please set
out the steps that had to be taken, both with respect to the
donor, and in terms of passing on information to third parties
and/or identifying recipients of previous donations from that
donor.
d. What impact did the introduction of testing have on the risk
of transmission of HCV through blood donations?

196.

a — c: Exactly as for HIV at 0112.

197.

d: The introduction of testing had a huge effect on the risk of transfusion

transmitted hepatitis C. As shown in Figure 3.3 of Chapter 3 in the Final Report
of the Penrose Inquiry (PRSE0007002), in 1992, the first full year of testing,
159 donors were confirmed to be positive, around one third of these being new
donors. In the years 2005 - 2009, however, the total number of positives per
year was always less than 20, and the vast majority were new donors.

132. What funding and operational support was the SEBTS provided with
to aid in the implementation of testing? Did this have an effect on the
SEBTS's ability or willingness to commence testing earlier?

198.

I have no information on this.

Recall practice and procedure at the SEBTS

133. Please give an overview of product recall practice at the SEBTS, and
how this changed during your tenure.
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199.

I had no role in this process. Recalls would have been triggered by senior

laboratory or blood bank staff receiving information from clinicians to the
consultant in charge of the blood bank or the Regional Director.

134. What, if anything, do you remember about any formal recall or
notification procedures in place?

200.

I cannot answer this question.

135. In your opinion, were such practices and procedures effective? From
your experience, did clinicians generally comply with recall requests and
if not, do you recall why not?

201.

I cannot answer this question.

General

136. Please describe all other steps or actions taken at the SEBTS during
the time you worked there to ensure blood safety and to reduce the risk to
recipients of blood or blood products of being infected with a transfusion
transmitted infection.

202.

This is potentially a very wide ranging question. For instance, travel

restrictions were changed from time to time to take account of the latest
epidemiological evidence in relation to malaria, Chagas disease and so on, and
new regulations introduced for emerging threats such as West Nile virus,
chikungunya, SARS, Lyme disease etc. New tests such as for malaria
antibodies and also for Chagas disease became available, but necessitated
referral of samples to London. Prevention of HTLV-1 transmission required
leucodepletion of blood for transfusion, introduced in October 1999. This list is
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not exhaustive, but I think it shows how there is more to consider in trying to
ensure blood safety than developing new tests, while accepting that testing the
donor blood for a known marker of an infection is almost always the best option.

137. Was blood safety ever subject to cost, time, staffing or any other
constraints? If you felt a particular course of action needed to be taken to
ensure blood safety, were you free to take it?

203.

Relatively minor changes, for instance a decision to refer samples to

London for tests for tropical diseases, or changes to session procedures, such
as improvements to the procedures for assessing donor suitability by issuing of
"flash cards" - where these could be undertaken within existing budgets and
with existing staff numbers - were entirely possible. However, major new
procedures with significant funding implications required new money. I was not
a budget holder, and so had no possibility of deciding to introduce changes with
significant funding implications without making a formal bid for funding. Usually
something of such significance would have been discussed at internal SEBTS
meetings, if not at national level.

138. How did the desire for consensus across the BTCs impact efforts to
achieve blood safety at a local level?

204.

I do not recall ever feeling thwarted in any way in respect of proposals for

increasing blood safety by interventions from other centres in Scotland.

139. To what extent were you and other BTCs reliant on the decisions of
other bodies (advisory committees, directorates, SHHD, SAA) to achieve
blood safety? Who or what was responsible for defining what constituted
safe blood? What happened if your own opinion conflicted with the
decision or advice of that person or body?
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205.

It was never very clear to me who had ultimate authority for major decisions

about blood safety, but it seems obvious that major initiatives such as the
implementation of testing for HIV or HCV would need approval for funding from
SHHD. However, in both of these cases there appeared to be significant delays
in initiating testing despite funding approval having been obtained. In both
cases there were issues with both the performance and availability of test kits,
and these and other considerations may have resulted in the committees and
discussions at the highest level being constrained by such practical difficulties.
My role was fairly peripheral, so I had only limited information and was not in a
position to influence such high level decisions.

Section 13: Support for donors arising out of the testing regime

140. In a letter of 21 August 1986, T.B Wallington, a consultant
immunologist at the NBTS wrote to Dr John Cash with regard to the
implications of testing and informing HIV-infected donors. He referred
to you as "clearly responsible for this kind of work in Edinburgh". Is
this correct? Please give details of what were your responsibilities in
this area, as referred to here? You may find SBTS0000033135 of
assistance.

206.

I do remember entering into correspondence with Dr Wallington, and can

confirm that it was my responsibility to manage donors who were identified as
carriers of HIV and other infections, but as far as I can remember the project
came to nothing in the end.

141. In the same letter, T.B Wallington wrote: "is it right to bother patients
who may now be well but have been infected accidentally with a
potentially lethal virus and cannot be helped? Some of them may be so
disturbed by the information as to become suicidal... On the other hand is
it right not to trace and contact these people so as to advise them and
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their close contacts on avoiding the spread of this very dangerous
virus?" What was your view about whether patients should be told (i) that
they have been infected with a transfusion transmitted infection and/or (ii)
that they may have been so infected.

207.

It was, and remains, my view that such information should not be withheld

from patients other than in exceptional circumstances such as terminal illness,
dementia and so on. In the case of both HIV and HCV I feel this has been
largely vindicated by the subsequent discovery of effective treatments for both.
On the other hand, it was my view in such cases that my duty was largely
limited to the patient, and that it was his or her responsibility to decide what to
tell others who may be affected by sexual or other contact with him/her. I would
therefore provide the patient with as much information as possible to inform his
or her subsequent behaviours.

Donor counselling H/V

142. What counselling was offered to donors prior to HIV testing at
SEBTS?

208.

The pre-donation written materials provided the donor with the information

that the blood would be tested for antibodies to HIV (and other transfusion
transmissible infections). No "counselling" was offered, but a doctor or senior
nurse would be available to talk to the donor if requested.

143. In what circumstances would a donor be informed that they have or
may have HIV? What would a donor who had tested positive repeatedly
but not on confirmation tests be told? You may find SBTS0000249_123 of
assistance. Please set out the reasons for the approach that you took in
such cases.
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209. Prior to the commencement of testing for HIV antibodies in October 1985
the procedure to be followed in the event that a donor's blood was found to be
positive is described in an annex to the minutes of the Regional Transfusion
Directors' Meeting, 11 July 1985 (SNF.001.2187) (PRSE0000636). To the best
of my knowledge this is the procedure I followed in managing such donors.

210. This being the case I am puzzled by Dr Mitchell's letter to Dr Cash dated 7
September 1987. It seems to imply that this procedure was not followed in
Glasgow, and that they had accumulated 48 donors with false positive results
who had not been informed. Furthermore, it refers to a letter from me, without
naming the recipients, in which I seem to have proposed to the other Scottish
centres that we should circulate details of HIV positive donors to other Centres.
I apparently sought legal advice, which is quoted. I have no recollection of any
of this.

144. What counselling and psychological services were available for
donors who tested positive with HIV? Were such services delivered by the
SEBTS or were referrals to other agencies made? Please describe the
process.

211.

In the period before HIV testing was introduced, Dr Jan Davidson, medical

officer in the SEBTS Donor Centre, and I attended the two week training course
on managing HIV positive individuals at St Mary's Hospital in London. This was
sufficient to make it possible for us to answer many of the problems and
questions that arose in dealing with such a traumatic and frightening situation,
but it was backed up by the possibility of onward referral to a clinic specially
instituted by Lothian Health Board, the City Clinic (so named because it was
staffed by doctors and nurses from the Infectious Disease Unit of the City
Hospital), where long term medical and psychological support could be
undertaken. Referral to Genitourinary Medicine was also an option. In a few
cases donors did not wish to use either of these options for fear of being
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recognised, and in this case I offered to see them in my outpatient clinic at the
Western General, at least until they required more than just psychological
support.

145. What counselling and psychological services were available for
recipients of donations infected with HIV or from donors who had tested
positive for HIV? Were such services delivered by the SEBTS or were
referrals to other agencies made? Please describe the process.

212.

In the case of patients identified through the lookback procedure I offered to

see them myself unless the consultant in charge of their care or the GP was
happy to take this on. They seldom did, except in cases where the patient
would have found it difficult to attend the Donor Centre. I then referred the
patient back to the GP for ongoing care, or to one of the specialist clinics such
those in the Infectious Disease Unit or Genitourinary medicine.

146. Were these arrangements sufficient in your view? If not, why not

213.

As far as I am aware this process proved helpful to those concerned.

Donor counselling HBV

147. What counselling was offered to donors prior to HBV testing at
SEBTS?

214.

Please see the response to question 142. The process was identical.

148. In what circumstances would a donor be informed that they have or
may have HBV?

215.

This would happen when testing for hepatitis B gave a confirmed positive
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result. The process was the same as for HIV, except that onward referral, if
needed, would have been to a hepatologist.

149. What counselling and psychological services were available for
donors who tested positive with HBV? Were such services delivered by
the SEBTS or were referrals to other agencies made? Please describe the
process.

216.

I or my deputy would have informed and counselled the donor, and would

have discussed onward referral if necessary.

150. What counselling and psychological services were available for
recipients of donations infected with HBV or from donors who had tested
positive for HBV? Were such services delivered by the SEBTS or were
referrals to other agencies made? Please describe the process

217.

As far as I can remember this situation never arose during my tenure at

SEBTS. Transfusion transmission of hepatitis B was and is exceedingly rare.

151. Were these arrangements sufficient in your view? If not, why not?

218.

Yes

Donor counselling NANBIAlt testing

152. Did SEBTS undertake any donor counselling either before or after
ALT testing was carried out? Please set out the details.

153. The Inquiry is aware that you have previously expressed concern in
your evidence to the Penrose Inquiry over informing donors who were
found to have high ALT levels: "they were quite anxious, very keen to
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know the next set of results...as soon as you sit someone down and say
they may have a nasty virus that could cause chronic liver disease... that
is not trivial. That is not trivial at all". Please expand on this statement.
How did these concerns impact on the policy of ALT testing? What
measures were put in place to combat the potential anxiety of donors?

219. This response addresses both 152 and 153.

220. ALT testing was never introduced in SNBTS as a routine surrogate for a
specific test for hepatitis C. Question 153 refers to a paper in Vox Sanguinis
1988; vo154; 148-153, in which we described a study of ALT in regular blood
donors. The study had ethics committee approval and informed consent was
obtained. The intention was to assess the impact of the proposed introduction
of ALT on donors, and also to analyse possible reasons other than hepatitis C
for raised ALT. I personally assessed the donors with raised ALT. This included
a clinical examination and further tests of liver function, with a full discussion of
the results.

221. Although I observed that many of the donors expressed anxiety, in most
cases this was alleviated by the reassurance provided by the test results. I
found no evidence of significant disease, and for most there was an obvious
explanation, mostly obesity with or without alcohol excess. It is undeniable that
for those with no obvious explanation for the mild ALT elevation there may have
been some residual worry, but I did not have the impression that any donor had
lasting concern.

222. I do not know whether these results influenced the decision of SNBTS
Directors to seek funding from SHHD for ALT testing.

Donor counselling: HCV decision-making and Gil/on reports
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154. What role did you have in designing the counselling process for
donors infected with HCV? You may find PRSE0001634, PRSE0004689
and PRSE0000515 of assistance in answering this question. In particular:
a. Please describe the process the working party undertook?

223.

We met at least once between June and August 1990. I think I did the initial

draft and amended it as a result of discussions. It was delivered on time.

b. What progress was made towards harmonisation north and south of
the border and a coordinated response?

224.

Dr Cash had asked me to keep Dr Gunson fully informed, and I sent him a

copy of the final version as requested. I do not know whether the report was
useful to colleagues in England and Wales.

c. What was the intended reach of the `idealised standard procedure'
PRSE0000515 you produced? Was the intention for this to be a National
standardised procedure?

225.

The report was intended primarily for SNBTS Centres.

d. To what extent was this procedure adopted by SEBTS, the SNBTS and
the Regional Transfusion Centres in England, Wales and Northern
Ireland? You may find NHBT0000044003 of assistance.

226.

The final version of this procedure, as approved by ACTTD on 10 June 1991

with 2 amendments, (NHBT0000044_003) was used throughout SNBTS, as far
as I am aware. It was certainly used in SEBTS. I do not know if it was used in
any other part of the UK.

e. What was the feedback from the medical establishment and other
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Regional Transfusion Centres regarding this procedure? You may find
NHBT0000051 014 and NHBT0000044 012 of assistance.

227.

Very helpful and mostly constructive suggestions were received from

colleagues at the North London Centre (NHBT000051_014). I did not have
sight of Professor Tedder's suggestions at the time.

155. In what circumstances would a donor be informed that they have or
may have HCV?

228.

In SNBTS there was an agreed algorithm for managing test results that

showed initial screen positivity, confirmed by RIBA III and PCR. This confirmed
positive result triggered a letter from me to the donor, and thereafter the initial
counselling, retesting and further management was as described for HIV
positive donors.

156. What counselling and psychological services were available for
donors who tested positive with HCV? Were such services delivered by
the SEBTS or were referrals to other agencies made? Please describe the
process.

229.

There were no specific arrangements for counselling outwith SNBTS.

Donors were seen again a week or so after the initial visit, when laboratory
results, including liver function tests, were available. Onward referral was to a
hepatology clinic, and the GP was kept informed with the donor's consent.

157. What counselling and psychological services were available for
recipients of donations infected with HCV or from donors who had tested
positive for HCV?

230.

The management of patients identified through the lookback process was
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essentially the same as for donors, as described in 0156 above. There were no
arrangements for specialist psychological support.

158. Were such services delivered by the SEBTS or were referrals to other
agencies made? Please describe the process

231.

This is covered in the previous responses to questions 154-156.

159. Were these arrangements sufficient in your view? If not, why not?

232.

As far as I am aware they were satisfactory. I do not recall receiving any

complaints.

160. The Inquiry is aware that on 17 February 1995, your new draft
guidelines for counselling patients with Hepatitis C were produced
(NHBT0002874_002). This guidance listed five points about avoiding
infecting others, including not donating blood, not sharing toothbrushes
and razors, informing those responsible for care, offering testing to
existing sexual partners, and discussion of pregnancy. What impact did
your new draft guidelines have, within your knowledge?
a. Was this implemented at the SEBTS?
b. Was it implemented more widely? Please give details.
What was the impact of your recommendations at this
point?

233.

This was a draft document prepared at the request of the Working Party on

HCV lookback of the MSBT, of which I was a member. The Working Party
resulted from discussions at MSBT following publication of the results of the
SEBTS lookback covering the first 6 months of testing from 1 September 1991
to the end of February 1992. This paper triggered a reappraisal of the UK wide
policy of not pursuing lookback, the decision to reverse which was taken at
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ministerial level.

234. I was asked to draft guidelines because we had done this work in the run up
to the implementation of testing in September 1991. This protocol had therefore
been in use in SEBTS since that time. It was discussed and amended by the
Working Party (the scribbled comments on the text are not in my handwriting),
and formed part of the suite of documents issued to all UK transfusion Centres
in the UK mandating the implementation of lookback in May 1995.

Section 14: Your roles outside SEBTS

161. Please describe the roles, functions and responsibilities you had
in relation to the SNBTS.

235. Until 2005, when I was appointed Clinical Director to the Supply Chain, I had
no formal responsibilities or functions at national level. From time to time
Professor Cash would ask me to take on projects, consultations or draft
procedural innovations on behalf of the Regional Directors, and report either to
him or to the appropriate committee. These were many and varied, for instance:

- on my appointment in 1985, to visit the other 4 donor centre consultants and
compare methods and policies in selecting donors with a view to introducing
nationally agreed systems and guidelines. This eventually led to the first
nationally agreed guidelines in 1988
- to consult appropriate clinical colleagues on the need for and advisability of
developing a fractionated concentrate of alpha -1 antitrypsin for patients with
inherited deficiency. This came to nothing

- to organise and lead training for donor centre medical and nursing teams in
the run up to HIV testing in October 1985
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- to join the organising committee of an international consensus conference on
autologous transfusion in the Royal College of Physicians (Edinburgh) in 1995,
and a follow up conference in 1998

- to take a leading interest in responding to the threat of vCJD in 1996 in
conjunction with Dr R Will, Lead Consultant in the vCJD Surveillance Unit, and
Dr Patricia Hewitt, North London BTC, initially including attendance at an
international conference in Toronto

- to represent SNBTS on the preparations for managing blood supplies for the
support of medical management of repatriated wounded personnel during the
Gulf War in 1991

- to be the SNBTS representative on the team responsible for implementing
liver transplantation in the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh and so on.
162. Please describe the roles, functions and responsibilities you had as a
Director at the Blood Donor Service Scotland. In particular please explain
what the Blood Donor Service Scotland is.

236. I did not become a director of the Blood Donor Service until I was appointed
to the post of Clinical Director for the Supply Chain in 2005. Until then the
Donor Service medical management had been essentially local, but with
national coordination through the Donor Consultants Group, chaired by Dr G
Galea since its inception in 1990. At around the same time the Donor
Organisers, who managed the administration of the donor service regionally,
formed a national grouping under the newly established post of National Donor
Organiser, following the introduction of general management in 1990.
237. In my role as Clinical Director I was responsible for supervision of the
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medical staff of the Donor Service, including job planning and annual
appraisals, and ensuring good practice and common policies and procedures
throughout SNBTS Donor Services. I also provided medical advice to the
Microbiology Testing and Component Production Laboratories.

163. Please explain how, if at all, these roles changed over time.

238. From my appointment in 1985 I was also responsible for the Cell Separator
Unit, but in 1996 I relinquished this part of my remit because of the pressure of
work in the Donor Service and also with the national-level commitments I had
acquired at that time. This included medical support for a project known as the
South Scotland Project, a management-led project to establish common
practices in the donor teams of the two largest centres in Scotland.

164. What information (either written or oral) was given to donors about
the risk of them transmitting infections via their blood? When was such
information provided? In particular, was there a nationally agreed leaflet
or did each RTC produce its own leaflet?

239. Until HIVIAIDS appeared on the scene in the early 1980s, SNBTS regions
had their own locally designed and printed donor leaflets and forms. The
information that infectious agents could be transmitted by blood was implicit in
the list of relevant conditions that would debar the donor from donation either
temporarily or permanently. The first nationally agreed leaflet was, almost
certainly, that issued in September 1983 (BPLL0007247), listing the groups
who should not give blood because of the risk of AIDS. A more authoritative
updated leaflet followed in late 1984 (PRSE0000136). Apart from these and
subsequent AIDS related materials, the paperwork at sessions remained local
until the establishment of the national donor service in 1990.
165. How often were these leaflets updated, and how was their content
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decided?

240. These decisions were taken nationally, the content agreed by the SNBTS
Directors with regard to advice from UK national committees such as EAGA,
ACVSB, SACTTI etc.

166. What, if any, additional information was given to donors about the
risk of them transmitting infection via their blood besides that contained
in donor leaflets? When and how was such information provided?

241. An important link in the chain of donor information was the local volunteer
session organiser. A willing volunteer was recruited for each community or
workplace session, and they provided a vital conduit for information to regular
and prospective donors. From time to time I was invited to talk to local donor
communities, and this was almost always about developments in selection
policies, while also emphasising the vital need for blood to save lives.

242. Dr McClelland had also established good relations with local organisations
and representatives of the gay community, and we had discussions and gave
presentations to their members.

167. How effective, in your view, were leaflets and other communications
at reducing the risk of donations from high-risk individuals?

243. I believe that these various initiatives contributed to the overall safety of the
blood supply, while recognising that this was a difficult issue for donors and that
we should continue to evaluate our procedures and seek to improve them. This
led to a steady increase in the rigour and intrusiveness of our methods of
communication with donors. This eventually led to us introducing the first
system in the UK, as far as I am aware, for interviewing new donors personally
and in a setting offering confidentiality at all sessions, from 1991. At that time,
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we were also experimenting with using laptops instead of paper materials for
the selection questionnaire, at a time when touch screen technology was in its
infancy. There was some promise in this approach, but we were unable to find
funding to allow our research to continue.

Section 15: Look back programmes at the Scottish National Blood Transfusion
Service

168. Please describe the different types of tracing and look back
programmes undertaken by the SEBTC during your tenure. Look back
arising from testing of donations

244.

Answers appropriate to each infectious marker are as follows:

HIV

169. The Inquiry is aware that you were responsible for the SNBTS routine
policy of lookback when HIV testing began in 1985. What was the nature
of your involvement with setting up the HIV look back programmes?
Please describe this process, its geographical reach, your role in it and
how it was funded.

245.

In preparing SNBTS for the introduction of testing for HIV in October 1985, I

was asked by Professor Cash to organise training sessions for relevant donor
service staff from all Scottish regions at BTS HQ in Edinburgh. I have no record
of the materials used in these sessions, for instance protocols for donor
counselling, description of lookback procedures etc. Since lookback was part of
the agreed package of actions consequent upon testing, I am certain it must
have been included. The costs of these meetings was met by SNBTS central
funding, as far as I can recall.
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170. Please provide details of your role in the implementation of the HIV
look back programmes. What did these involve?

246.

My role was restricted to SEBTS, and it was my responsibility to deal with

the management of reactive results, whether confirmed or not. In the latter case
the system of placing donors in a category of "medical hold" was devised.

247.

In the case of donors confirmed positive and who had donated previously, I

was responsible for the process of obtaining records of the fate of those
donations. I then obtained the hospital notes of the patient where these were
available and wrote to the patient's consultant advising him/her that the patient
had received blood possibly contaminated with HIV. I offered to see the patient
personally to break the news if the consultant felt unable to take this on. Almost
invariably this was the case, and I would then write to the patient and arrange
an appointment for them to see me. I would then follow the counselling and
testing protocol, see the patient again if necessary, and inform the consultant
and the patient's GP if the patient consented, then make appropriate follow up
arrangements.

248.

As with all donors and patients requiring these investigations I created a

case record which was kept in a locked filing cabinet in my office.

HCV

171. What was the nature of your own role, along with Dr Brian McClelland
and Dr Yasmin Ayob in carrying out the first comprehensive regional
Hepatitis C look back programme in the UK? In particular:
a. How did this come about?

249.

It had been agreed by the SNBTS Directors in the preparation for HCV

testing in 1991 that lookback would be implemented throughout SNBTS as it
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had been for HIV. Dr Gunson had been informed of this, inasmuch as he had
been provided with a copy of the counselling guidelines for donors found to be
HCV positive as requested by Professor Cash. I was then informed by
Professor Cash, in February 1991, that the final version of the counselling
guidelines for HCV positive donors had been agreed, but that lookback had not
been approved "in the light of national events". I had no idea what those events
were.

did, and he put to me the proposal that they would agree with my intended
action if I would agree to describe it as a "pilot study" and publish the results in
due course. I am not sure who coined the term "pilot study" but I accepted this
suggestion.
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selection of donors, and also to undertake a project which would enrich her
understanding of our approach. She readily accepted my offer for her to be
actively involved in the lookback as practised in Edinburgh. Her role was
essentially administrative, working closely with my secretary in the tasks of
tracing records, liaising with hospital blood banks etc.

c. When did this look back take place?

254. The lookback "pilot study" took place in real time between 1 September
1991 and 29 February 1992. In fact, we continued the lookback after that
period, as I had always intended (no end date had been suggested to me in
prior discussions).

d. Why, in so far as you are aware, did other regions not also carry out
look-back at this time? You may find PRSE0006069 and PRSE0006086,
pages 1-99 of assistance.

255. I am afraid I cannot help with this. I assume they were content to accept
Professor Cash's decision.
172. What role did you (or the regional look-back you had been involved
in 1991) have on the 1995 SNBTS look-back?

256. I think there is no doubt that the publication of our results prompted the
reversal of the policy not to carry out lookback in the UK. My experience of that,
namely in developing procedures and observing the reaction of patients
affected to the news that they had been exposed to the virus, helped us to
refine the information we provided both to doctors and patients in the materials
provided for the 1995 lookback.
173. You may find PRSE0003115 of assistance. What do you understand
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about the reasons this national look back was delayed?

257.

I do not remember this letter. The Working Party of the MSBT of which I was

a member prepared the written protocols and procedures for the UK wide
lookback announced by the CMOs north and south of the border in April 1995.
Inevitably this took some time, but I do not think there was an inordinate delay
at this point in time.

174. What impact did the meetings of SACTTI as attended by you between
1995 and 1996 have on the implementation of HCV look back exercises?
You may find NHBT0008051, NHBT0009458002, NHBT0000088013 and
NHBT0005590 of assistance.

258.

It is clear from the minutes of SACTTI provided that its members were

aware that the implementation of HCV Iookback was proceeding more slowly
than had been hoped. The discussions in the SACTTI meetings referred to in
these minutes, however, seem to have been concerned with issues that could
be regarded as relatively peripheral, such as the need for improvement in the
counselling guidelines, the length of time for which frozen samples of donations
should be stored, and the question of blood donation by spouses of HCV
positive recipients. It was clear that the main problems were in the inadequacy
of hospital records and in funding the large amount of work involved in the
administrative aspects of establishing the fate of donations, but SACTTI did not
appear to have a locus in these aspects of the procedure.

175. You attended a meeting of the Advisory Committee on the
Microbiological Safety of Blood and Tissues for Transplantation on 18
November 1996, where a status report of the Working Party on HCV look
back was referenced. It was agreed that testing of the available donor
archive samples would "neither be cost effective nor appropriate", and
that an offer to test anyone who had received blood products prior to HCV
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screening would be "effective". How far did you agree with this at the
time? Were you satisfied with the outcome of the meeting? You may find
STHB0000687 of assistance.

259.

STHB0000687 refers to the minutes of the SNBTS Medical and Scientific

Committee held on 10 October 1995. My interpretation of the discussion as
reported is that it was looking forward to the time beyond completion of the
ongoing lookback process, and the problem of finding affected recipients who
for a variety of possible reasons had not been identified or traced by the
lookback process. This was a difficult issue, and I am surprised that it was
being discussed at this relatively early stage in proceedings. I do not recall
whether I was surprised at the time, or whether or not I thought it was relevant
at that stage. The choice made by the MSC, namely that anyone transfused
before the introduction of HCV testing should be offered a test, and that this
should be carried out by the Blood Transfusion Services, seemed to me to be
the correct one, and indeed was the option later taken by Lord Penrose. This
was later implemented by the Scottish Government.

General

176. Please confirm whether you were involved in a look back process
relating to any other infection during your time at the SEBTS. If so,
please provide an overview of the relevant programmes and detail
your involvement.

260.

It is perhaps worth mentioning that reverse lookbacks had been occurring

since the identification of transfusion transmitted hepatitis in the 1940s, and
continue to this day. This refers to a patient presenting with evidence of
infection possibly attributable to transfusion, triggering a search to identify a
donor carrying the infectious marker. These events are sporadic and now quite
rare.
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261. In terms of targeted lookbacks such as those relating to HIV and HCV, the
same approach was applied to HTLV1 when testing was introduced, in 2002. I
was also involved in a proposal to set up a research study of lookback triggered
by transfusion transmission of vCJD. This will be described later in this
statement, in relation to vCJD in its entirety.

177. Did you consider that there was an ethical obligation to inform
patients who may have received transfusions from infected donations? If
not, why not?

262. Yes.

178. To what extent could a BTC implement its own local look back
programme? Did the SEBTS do this? If so please give details. If not, why
not?

263. The lookback described in detail in answer to Question 171 above was the
only occasion that I know of where a BTC in the UK introduced a lookback in
isolation. That it was not questioned at the time was almost certainly because it
had been designated as a "pilot project" by the Director of SEBTS and the
National Medical and Scientific Director of SNBTS. I do not know whether a
BTC could implement its own lookback in any other circumstances. I saw no
reason why a doctor should not be able to act in what he or she considered the
best interests of a patient, unless to do so required funding beyond that which
was available. The principle of lookback had been accepted without dispute by
the UK transfusion services when testing for HIV was introduced.

179. In a letter from Dr Angela Robinson, a Director of the NBS, dated 27
May 1997, it was noted that all of the donors in your look-back exercise
had been EIA and RIBA screened, as well as PCR tested, so it only
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included PCR positive donors. According to her, even within this group
there was not a 100% transmission rate, suggesting that "it was possible
HCV had not been transmitted by transfusion in the first place". What
impact did this understanding have on the look-back exercises and
resulting actions, policies and/or processes? You may find NHBT0036740
of assistance.

264.

Dr Robinson was referring to our paper on the initial results of the pilot study

(Ayob et al, 1994) (PRSE0000448). There were two negative results on testing
frozen samples from previous donations of HCV positive donors. Both were
from a donor who confirmed that these donations were given before the activity
leading to seroconversion. This had no impact on policies or subsequent
procedures.

Record keeping and efficacy of look back
180. The Inquiry is aware that you have commented on the difficulties with
the efficacy of look back, due to record keeping. The Scottish National
Blood Transfusion Service (SNBTS) produced a report on the HCV
look-back for the Penrose Inquiry, commenting on the record keeping
system's ability to monitor and trace infected donations. You have
previously highlighted difficulties around paper-based records in the
pre-computer era and the lack of a centralised system for record keeping
and handling of blood products (PRSE0006038, pages 105-123). You have
also referenced early donor cards not being searchable, difficulties cross
referencing donation numbers with recipients, changes of name and
address and medical records being lost or destroyed. How did these
factors impact on the overall efficacy of the look-back exercise, in your
view? Is there anything you would like to add?

265.

I would like to emphasise that the difficulties in establishing the fate of a

given blood component did not arise within the SEBTS system, nor in the blood
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bank at the Royal Infirmary, which was managed by SNBTS and was the
largest hospital in the Region. In mentioning card based systems, I was not
referring to the donor records, but to blood bank records in peripheral hospitals.
On more than one occasion a blood bank would report that the relevant records
had been lost or destroyed, particularly if the blood bank had been relocated.
On two occasions records had been destroyed in flooding of hospital premises
due to burst pipes.

266. Once a component left the blood bank, even in the Royal Infirmary of
Edinburgh, there were many reasons why it might not be traceable at a later
date. In desperate situations the donation numbers might not be recorded in the
patient's notes, or might have been wrongly transcribed. Patients' records were
often difficult and not uncommonly impossible to find, and some hospitals
destroyed records after a certain period. After the patient was discharged from
hospital they might move but fail to register with a GP, making it impossible to
trace them, as could a change of name.

267. Clearly the more time that had elapsed since the transfusion occurred the
more likely it was that difficulties would be encountered. Even with Dr Ayob
working closely with my secretary, the number of cases that were unresolved
was disappointingly high, and this problem has been experienced in lookbacks
across the world.

181. How did the look-back exercise function before the introduction of
the centralised computer system, Dobbin, was introduced in 1987? Once
it was introduced, how did the segregation of the system by region affect
the efficacy of HCV look-back?

268. The centralisation of donor records was not a factor in the problems with
lookback, for the reasons explained in the previous answer. Each of the
Regions within SNBTS carried out lookback in the same way, using the
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nationally agreed protocols, and finding the same difficulties.

182. What progress was made towards a centralised look-back system?
What coordination was there on a national level? How did the interaction
between regional and national decision making with regard to look-back
function?

269.

A centralised lookback system was not considered during my time, and I

would not have thought it desirable. Local knowledge of and relationships with
hospital blood banks was very important, and the involvement of a local BTS
consultant was crucial for the assessment and counselling of recipients, and
organisation of further care. National coordination was essential to provide
guidance and support, and to allow access to standardised and centrally
collated records as established at Health Protection England.

183. How did the factors outlined above affect the reliability of look-back
as a guide to establishing who had been exposed to the risk of
transfusion-transmitted Hepatitis C? What legal obligations were in place
during the look-back exercises?

270.

There is no doubt that many patients who were transfused blood

components positive for HCV were not able to be traced. The precise number
will never be established, despite great efforts to do so.

271.

I do not know of any pertinent legal obligations that were not observed.

Extension and registry

184. On 14 October 1995, you prepared a briefing paper on look-back
extension, including testing of all stored samples pre September 1991.
You sought a view on whether to put forward the option of testing to
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anyone who had had a blood transfusion as in Ireland but also mentioned
resistance to the extension due to the poor cost-benefit ratio of this. How
successful was resistance to your proposal of an extension to the
look-back exercise? What were the reasons for this resistance? What was
your view on the extension at the time? You may find SBTS0000463081
of assistance.

272.

I do not remember this paper. nor do I know who commissioned it. The

resistance to testing all frozen samples was based on the cost of retrieving and
testing an estimated 2 - 2.5 million samples in Scotland alone. As well as being
extremely expensive, this would have been a huge logistical challenge.

273.

The option of offering testing to anyone who had had a transfusion prior to

1991 was recommended by the Penrose Inquiry, and was implemented in
Scotland. In my opinion this was a reasonable compromise.

185. On 20 October 1995, at a Royal College of Physicians meeting, you
presented a paper proposing a national registry for Hepatitis C infections.
You mentioned considerable ethical problems and problems with
confidentiality. How were issues around confidentiality dealt with in this
context? How did this relate to the earlier implementation of look back?
You may find LOTH0000023_005 of assistance. Look back arising in
circumstances where a patient who has had a blood transfusion tests
positive for an transfusion transmitted infection.

274.

I think that this Scottish initiative was overtaken by the establishment of the

UK national database at Health Protection England at Colindale, which was
also mentioned in the note of this meeting at the Royal College of Physicians
(Edinburgh).

There

had

been

concerns

about

managing

issues

of

confidentiality, but these were resolved. Funding was provided and the
reporting system was incorporated into the established lookback procedures.
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This database has provided extensive epidemiological information on the
course and outcome of Hepatitis C. It is still active, with reports and lists of
publications available at www.gov.uk.

186. You received a letter from Mr Ranald F McDonald dated 20 June 1996
(NHBT0009732). In that letter, Mr McDonald noted that "I do not consider
that the duty of care to the donor extends to advising the donor of
infections or possible infections which may be identified in his donation.
Accordingly there would be no requirement to go back to the donor
except possibly as a matter of good practice. I note that the service
operates a two year cut-off point for donors and I would consider that the
use of a two year cut-off point relative to a good practice, if such a
practice were to be adopted, would be reasonable."
a. What prompted you to seek the advice of Mr McDonald as to the
duty of care to donors?
b. What impact, if any, would failure to advise a donor of infections or
potential infections in their donations have on the safety of blood
or blood products? Please explain your answer.
c. Did you agree with Mr McDonald's view? Did you follow it? Please
provide details.

275.

I do not remember this exchange of letters. My interpretation of Mr

McDonald's reply is that I had asked about the legality of testing frozen samples
from donors who had given blood prior to September 1991 but had not returned
since. The question that would arise would be whether we had an obligation to
inform the donor if a sample tested positive, or indeed whether to do so would
be unethical/illegal, given that the primary reason for the proposal to test these
samples was to identify patients who had received HCV positive blood.

276.

It could be argued (point b) that failure to advise the donor would potentially

compromise blood safety, should the donor return to donate, but that could be
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avoided by activating the "permanently off service" flag, which would prevent
any future donation from being transfused.

277.

I do not think I would have agreed with Mr McDonald's view. In my opinion it

would be unethical to withhold such important information from the donor, if not
illegal.

187. Can you please explain what the "two year cut off point" was?

278.

This must refer to the definition of a "lapsed" donor as one who has not

donated in the previous 2 years. Until that point the donor would be classed as
still being "active", i.e. available to be called to donate. Mr McDonald appears to
be saying that it would be acceptable to inform a donor who was "active", but
not one who was "lapsed". I would disagree with this. There is no reason I can
see for the duty of care expiring at an arbitrary date.

Section 16: Your relationship with commercial oraanisations

188. Have you ever:
a. Provided advice or consultancy services to any pharmaceutical
company involved in the manufacture and/or importation and/or sale of
blood products?

279.

b.

No.

Received

any

pecuniary

gain

in

return

for

performing

an

advisory/consultancy role for a pharmaceutical company involved in the
manufacture, sale and/or importation of blood products?

280.

No.
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c. Sat on any advisory panel, board, committee or similar body, of any
pharmaceutical company involved in the manufacture, importation or sale
of blood products?

281.

No

d. Received any financial incentives from pharmaceutical companies to
use certain blood products?

282.

No.

e. Received any non-financial incentives from pharmaceutical companies
to use certain blood products?

283.

No.

f. Received any funding to prescribe, supply, administer, recommend, buy
or sell any blood product from a pharmaceutical company? If so, please
provide details.

284.

No.

189. What regulations or requirements or guidelines were in place (at any
time relevant to your answers above) concerning declaratory procedures
for involvement with a pharmaceutical company? If you were so involved,
did you follow these regulations, requirements and guidelines and what
steps did you take?

285.

I do not know what regulations or requirements or guidelines might have

been in place. If I had been considering such activities, I would of course have
sought this information.
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190. Have you ever undertaken medical research for or on behalf of a
pharmaceutical company involved in the manufacture, importation or sale
of blood products? If so, please provide details.

286.

No.

191. Have you ever provided a pharmaceutical company with results from
research studies that you have undertaken? If so, please provide details.

287.

No.

192. If you did receive funding from pharmaceutical companies for
research, did you declare the fact that you were receiving funding and the
source of the funding to your employing organisation?

288.

Not applicable.

Section 17: Variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (vCJD)

Knowledge of risk of vCJD transmission via blood transfusions and blood
products

193. The Inquiry seeks to gain an understanding as to how knowledge
of risk of vCJD developed over time within the UK Government, Blood
Services, Haemophilia Centres and other NHS organisations and the
adequacy of their response.

194. When and in what circumstances did you first become aware of the
risks of transmission of vCJD associated with the use of blood and blood
products? How did your knowledge develop over time? What if any
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involvement did you have in addressing or responding to these risks?

289. 193 & 194. The blood transfusion community had been aware of a potential
risk of transfusion transmission before the appearance of vCJD in early 1996.
Patients with all types of CJD were disqualified from donating, as were 1st
degree relatives of inherited forms of the disease. CJD attributed to treatment
with human derived pituitary hormones and transplantation of dura mater, the
connective tissue layer surrounding the brain, and corneal transplants had led
to donor exclusion for these circumstances.

290. When Dr Robert Will and colleagues at the Creutzfeldt Jacob Disease
Surveillance Unit (CJDSU) in Edinburgh reported 10 patients with a "new
variant" of CJD in April 1996 (Lancet; 347: 921-5) (RLIT0000818) the alarm
bells were ringing. In that same month Dr Will wrote to Professor Franklin
suggesting a study looking prospectively at the risk of transfusion transmission
by identifying vCJD patients who had been blood donors and seeking to find out
whether any recipients of those donations presented as vCJD patients to the
CJDSU, thus establishing a link. Dr Patricia Hewitt of the North London BTC
and I were asked to work with Dr Will to draft a research proposal. In June 1996
I attended a conference in Toronto, Canada organised by the McGill Institute for
Medicine, Law and Ethics, which provided up to the minute scientific
information and lectures and discussions about the very difficult legal and
ethical issues that were inherent in studying a poorly understood fatal and
untreatable disease. Dr Hewitt drew on this information in drafting the research
proposal, which was submitted to the Lothian Research Ethics committee in
October 1996, and approval was obtained in January 1997.

291. The study, designated the Transfusion Medicine Epidemiology Review,
TMER, began in late 1997 and was extended in 1998 to include a "reverse"
scenario, where patients with vCJD who had been transfused in the past were
the starting point in order to identify linked vCJD cases among their blood
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donors. Both arms of the study also included controls.

292.

I was involved as coordinator of the Scottish component of these studies,

collating data from the Scottish BTCs for onward transmission to Dr Hewitt.

293.

This work was based on the experience Dr Hewitt and I had in implementing

the hepatitis C lookback. When in 2003/4 the risk of transfusion transmitted
vCJD became reality with the identification of 3 cases linking vCJD with
transfusion, the difficult ethical issues had to be tackled, resulting in the
decision that affected patients and donors should be informed. Again, our
experience of lookback affecting patients and donors with HIV or hepatitis C
enabled a rapid development of policies and procedures, and in Scotland all 5
BTCs were heavily involved.

195. Please provide the following:
196. A chronological summary of the information and knowledge of
the key events addressing the emergence, discovery and scientific
development over time of the risks of vCJD infection and the risk of
secondary transmission via blood and blood products. You may wish
to refer to this document:
a. It appears in a document (NHBT0009009_002) dated 27101/1998
that a possible Scottish case of vCJD transmission occurred
due to blood transfusion.
i. This is an early case of vCJD. What do you recall about
it? How were authorities notified of it?

294.

The information that identifies this case has been redacted in the document

referred to. I suspect it must have been a patient with vCJD who gave a history
of blood transfusion at birth in 1971. If so this a so-called reverseTMER case.
The hospital where this transfusion was given had no existing records for this
event, so identification of the blood donor was not possible.
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ii. How did you trace blood donations records in Scotland at the time?
What organisations would hold such information now?

295.

The case was referred to us in early 1998. Blood donor records were held

on a national computer system to which all existing records had been
transferred. However, in order to identify a donor of a given unit of blood the
unique donation number was required and this would be linked in the blood
bank records to the patient identity. This was impossible if any link in this chain
was missing, as in this case.

iii. Please detail any difficulties that you encountered when tracing these
records.

296.

Only as described in my answer to i above.

b. Were there any other suspected vCJD cases due to the secondary
transmission through blood or blood products in or around the late
1990's?

297.

As explained above this was not a suspected transmission, but was a case

of vCJD with a reported history of transfusion and therefore entered in the
TMER study.

298.

The first case of probable transfusion transmission of vCJD was reported in

2003, and was recognised as a result of this study.

197. A summary of the steps taken to ensure that the Government, Blood
Services, NHS bodies, medical profession and patients were informed and
educated about the risks of vCJD transmission via blood and blood
products.
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299.

The report of 10 cases of a new variant of CJD in the Lancet, in April 1996,

and referred to in 194 above, was initially discussed in relevant committees
such as SATTI and MSBT. In 2000 the CJD Incident Panel was set up at HPA
Colindale; and this became a central point of information. Regular reports on
CJD incidence were issued by the National CJD Surveillance Unit in Edinburgh.
The four confirmed cases of transfusion transmitted vCJD were identified by
CDSU and published in the medical literature.

198. An account of the relative risks of vCJD infection from the use of
domestically sourced blood and blood products and the use of
commercially supplied blood products.

300.

I do not have the expert knowledge required to answer this question.

Actions and Decisions

199. The Inquiry seeks to understand what actions the Government
and other organisations took in response to the risk of vCJD
transmission via blood and blood products.

200. Please provide an outline of any proposals, whether accepted or
not, that were made in an effort to protect the blood supply from the
risk of vCJD, including but not limited to:
a. Development of screening or diagnostic tests & surrogate testing
(NHBT0092756002);

301.

This proposal was for putative surrogate tests for CJD possibly involving

blood donors. I was included in this note for information only and have no
further information on this.
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b. Filtration policy;

302. I have no information on this subject.

c. Quarantine of batches;

303. I have no recollection of this.

d. Donor selection and exclusion policies (NHBT0002488);

304. From 1 August 1996, donors were asked about a family history of CJD.

305. 8 March 2004: A new leaflet was issued, "A new rule for blood donors"
(NHBT0062318) containing information about a new policy to exclude from
donation any donors who had themselves been transfused with blood
components after 1 January 1980. A press release included general clinical
information about many of the interventions listed in this section.

e. Product recall;

306. December 1997: withdrawal of any components, plasma derivatives or
tissues obtained from individuals who later developed vCJD.

f. Recombinant blood products;

307. I have no information about this.

g. Importation of product from the USA or elsewhere;

308. September 2003: implementation of importation of clinical fresh frozen
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plasma (FFP) from the USA for patients born after 1 January 1996.

h. Surveillance; and
309. The TMER study provided the surveillance that identified the four cases of
transfusion transmitted vCJD in 2003 and 2004. The NCJD Surveillance Unit
issued annual updates on the accrual of cases of vCJD.

i. Leucodepletion (NHBT0000088_013): Please set out the effectiveness of
leucodepletion in removing prions to reduce the risk of vCJD
transmission (JPAC0000111_002).

310. These minutes of a SACTTI meeting held on 16 April 1996 record under a
heading "New Item: implications of a possible new variant of CJD for the UK
transfusion services" a statement that I would produce a paper on
leucodepletion as a possible intervention. I have no recollection of this, and I do
not think I wrote such a paper.

311.

In retrospect, I am puzzled that I was asked to take this on, as I had no

expertise in this area. The subject does not arise in SACTTI minutes between
April 1996 and May 1997, which was to be my last attendance at SACTTI, as I
was asked to stand down to allow Dr McClelland to become a member in order
to provide liaison with MSBT.

312. I do not have the specialist knowledge to provide the information requested
in respect of the effectiveness of leucodepletion.

313. Leucodepletion of blood components was fully implemented by September
1999.

201. In providing this outline, please state:
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a. When and by whom any proposals were made;
b. The factors considered when deciding whether to implement
these proposals;
c. Decisions made on such proposals, including the date on which
they were made or rejected; and
d. How any such measures were implemented in practice,
including efforts made to monitor their effectiveness.

314. I have tried to include as much information as I have at my disposal in
describing the actions listed in Q199

202. In addition please provide the following:
a. Your opinion as to whether the risk of secondary transmission via
blood and blood products was adequately mitigated in the UK in line with
what was known about the potential risks of vCJD at that time.

315. I do not think there is any way of answering this question in the absence of a
control group for any of the interventions.

b. Your view as to whether any decisions or actions of could and/or
should have been made earlier and how this might have impacted the
number of individuals considered to be at risk of developing vCJD.

316.

In my opinion the actions required were taken with great rapidity as new

information accrued, reflecting the general acceptance of the precautionary
principle in situations such as this, where the magnitude of the threat was
impossible to estimate.

203. The Inquiry is aware that in May/June 1996, you and Dr Patricia
Hewitt (NBS) prepared a draft proposal for a look-back study. What was
your knowledge of vCJD at this time? How did this inform your
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proposals?

317.

The main stimulus for this proposal was the paper published in the Lancet in

April 1996 by Dr Will and colleagues, as described in 0194. We were aware of
a theoretical risk of transmission of CJD by blood transfusion, in view of the
established

occurrence

of

transmission

by

tissues,

particularly

from

intracerebral sources. Studies had suggested that blood and blood components
had relatively low levels of the prions associated with classical or sporadic CJD,
but the identification of a cluster of patients presenting with a new variant in the
wake of the BSE epidemic suggested that extra vigilance was necessary. Dr
Will had made contact with the National Medical and Scientific Director of
SNBTS in April 1996, and it was agreed that a "limited" study, essentially a
lookback, would be a possible means of identifying any occurrence of
transmission. This became known as the TMER study.

204. The Inquiry is aware that you attended SACTII meetings covering
vCJD donor selection and ethical practice, as well as vCJD look back
between 1996 and 1997. How did knowledge of vCJD develop over this
period

of

time?

You

may find JPAC0000109025, NHBT0010921,

NHBT0000088 016 and NHBT0000088 018 of assistance.

318.

Very little changed in terms of basic scientific knowledge of CJD from late

1996 through 1997, but ethical issues were raised in relation to the TMER
study. In particular an opinion obtained from Professor Ian Kennedy suggested
that informing a patient that they had received a transfusion potentially putting
them at risk of CJD would be unethical because no test for the condition was
available. This gave rise to a great deal of controversy over the following years,
up to the end of 2003 and into 2004, when transfusion transmission of vCJD
was confirmed. I was not party to any of these discussions.

Notification Exercises
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205. The Inquiry has heard evidence of the experiences of a number of
infected and affected individuals who were notified of their 'at risk'
status of vCJD. The Inquiry seeks to gain an understanding of the
rationale behind policy decisions made in relation to notifying at risk
individuals and how this changed over time.

Please provide the following:
206. A chronological summary of the knowledge held within your
organisation in relation to the issues surrounding notification of risk to
individuals deemed to be at risk of vCJD. You may wish to refer to the
following documents: NHBT0031746_014, NHBT0031746_020.

319.

Although I was directly involved in the design and implementation of the first

stage of TMER I was not involved in the subsequent debate about informing
patients or donors. My membership of SACTTI ended in 1997 in order to make
way for Dr McClelland, at which point I imagine he was fully informed and
involved in the evolving discussions.

320.

I did later have a role to play in the implementation of the procedures once

they had been agreed, following the discovery of 4 cases of vCJD attributable
to transfusion in 2003/4, but this was largely restricted to practical issues
arising.

207. A summary of the views, opinions and decisions regarding
notification arising from the CDJIP consultation process in 2000.

321.

For the reasons given in answer to Question 206, 1 took no direct part in this

process, and as far as I can remember I had no contemporaneous knowledge
of the formation of the CJD Incidents Panel in 2000. I was, however, copied into
a

letter from Professor Franklin

to Dr Will dated 16

March 2001
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(NCR00000111_054), in which he expressed his unhappiness about the
proposals for the management of donors identified through the reverse TMER.
This followed an exchange of emails between Professor Franklin, Martin Bruce
and myself about the practicalities of managing these donors, and whether they
should be informed. I replied to Professor Franklin's letter (WITN6987003) in
order to express my view that I was unhappy about taking blood from
individuals only to discard it. I expressed the need for "clear guidance".

208. An outline of any policies and practices which were implemented
across the U.K. in relation to patient notification and de-notification.

322. 1 have been unable to find any such documents in my files.

209. An account of your organisation's involvement, if any, of those
notification exercises between 2003 and 2009;

323. NHBT0031746_014 and NHBT0031746_020, referred to in Question 206,
relate to what I think must be the implementation of notification, the former
referring to a Scottish patient who was then living in East Sussex. The details
are scant. There are records of patients and donors during the early phase of
TMER, but these were prior to the decision to notify.

210. An account of your organisation's involvement, if any, in any
de-notification exercises during your tenure;

324. I am not aware of any de-notification exercises in Scotland. Indeed I do not
know what such an exercise would entail.

211. Details as to whether your organisation was aware of any
circumstances where individuals were not informed of their risk status or
at a later date and if so why;
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325. I am not aware of any such circumstances.

212. An account of what, how, when and where patients were told that
they might have been exposed to a greater risk of vCJD.

326. I have no record of these events and no memory of being involved in any
such cases.

213. A summary of information or advice given to partners or family
members of patients who were at risk of infection with vCJD.

327. I have no record of this eventuality.

214. After submission of your proposal to the Lothian Research Ethics
Committee, it was decided not to contact infected recipients due to the
unavailability of testing and treatment for vCJD. What were the ethical
considerations that factored into this decision? How did the availability of
testing and treatment change over time? What were your views on this
decision at the time? Have your views of this decision changed since?
You may find DHSCO042301_051 of assistance.

328. The wording of this question in the second line should I think read "persons
at risk". The decision not to inform them was explained in the research proposal
and was as follows:

1. The disease is invariably fatal
2. There is no screening test available which can detect the susceptibility
of an individual to develop the disease in the future
3. There is no diagnostic test which can detect whether an individual has
been infected with the agent which causes CJD
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332.

Regular reports are provided by the CJD Surveillance Unit, and these and

updates on the TMER can be found at www.gov.uk

217. Please provide the following:
218.

A

summary

of

any

research

studies

or

papers,

reports,

recommendations, look back exercises and databases which have
addressed the prevalence of the transmission of vCJD in blood and blood
products.
b. In 1996, you authored a report on Creutzfeldt Jakob Disease
and Blood Transfusion: proposal for a limited look-back study
(NHBT0008903).
i.

Did this study go ahead in order to locate recipients of
vCJD infected blood and blood products?

ii.

What were the findings?

iii.

How did the findings influence risk reduction measures in
relation to vCJD?

333.

NHBT0008903 is the draft research proposal for the TMER, which has been

described in detail in my answers to questions 194 - 216.

219. Your view on the effectiveness of any look back studies, in particular
TMER, to trace recipients of vCJD infected blood and blood products.

334.

Please see my response to Question 215.

220. Details of any studies which provide a regional comparison of the
prevalence of vCJD in the UK.

335.

The annual reports of the NCJDSU contain a wealth of information. The

latest, for 2020 (RLIT0000816), reveals that up to 31 December 2020 there had
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been 178 cases of vCJD in the UK. Variations among the UK regions are not
significant, but there is a tendency for rates to be higher in the North of England
and Scotland. 4 cases of transfusion transmitted infection have been
demonstrated by TMER, the most recent in 2007.

221. An outline of the system of recording the cause of death from vCJD
infection from blood or blood products in the UK. Please provide your
views on the accuracy of information captured about the cause of death
and any areas of weakness or failures in this system to investigate, certify
or record the cause of death where it was potentially linked to vCJD.

336.

I am unable to answer this question as I have not been involved.

Section 18: Other matters

222. Please provide a list of any articles you have had published relevant
to the terms of reference.

337.

I attach a list of publications relevant to the Inquiry's terms of reference

(WITN6987002).

223. Please explain, in as much detail as you are able to, any other issues
that you believe may be of relevance to the Infected Blood Inquiry. To
assist, we have provided a list of issues (attached).

338.

None.

224. During Parliamentary questions on 10th December 1985, Mr Hayhoe
stated that 'supplies of whole blood are not imported since the United
Kingdom is self sufficient in its needs for blood for transfusions; it is only
certain blood products which are imported' (HS000018830). To your
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knowledge, was the UK self-sufficient in its need for whole blood for
transfusions?

339.

Yes.

225. During your tenure at the SEBTS, were you aware of patients being
given blood transfusions with red blood cells imported from the USA? If
so, was there any concern about its use at the time?

340.

No, I am not so aware.

Statement of Truth

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true.

Signed

Dated
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225. During your tenure at the SEBTS, were you aware of patients being
given blood transfusions with red blood cells imported from the USA? If
so, was there any concern about its use at the time?

340.

No, I am not so aware.
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